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ABSTRACT

The topic of this thesis is simulation and its 
application in a specific industrial management situation. 
The objective of the thesis is to determine3 through simu
lation, which of four dispatching rules will permit the most 
effective utilization of a specific production system. Mea
surement criteria are lowest average waiting time in the 
system and highest throughput ratio.

The system under analysis'is a repair line which 
repairs defective units produced on a nearby assembly line 
and returns the corrected units to the assembly line for 
further processing. This system has many of the character
istics of a job shop with the directional flow of a flow 
shop. Assumptions made during model development of job shop 
systems are made during designing the model of this system.

The dispatching rules evaluated are shortest opera
tion time, least remaining repair time, first into repair 
line retains first priority throughout the system, and 
longest remaining repair time. Simulating each of these 
rules in*the repair system revealed that the shortest opera
tion time dispatching rule was the most effective for this 
particular system according to the measurement criteria.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The rapid evolution of the electronic computer sys
tem in the past twenty-five years is probably the most sig
nificant factor which has contributed to the technological 
explosion of this period. Advancements5 undreamed, of in 
1950, have occurred in the sciences and engineering fields. 
One of the most notable of these accomplishments was the 
manned lunar landing.. Howevers this exploitation of the 
computer’s capability has not been confined to science. 
Industrial applications have flourished, ranging from manu
facturing process control to management decision making. A 
management decision making application is the subject of 
this thesis.

For years, simulation has been a technique of model
ing, experimenting, and observing used primarily by the 
physical scientists. This was generally accomplished 
through usage of a physical model of the system under con
sideration. However, the advent of the digital computer 
system has added a new dimension to this technique. It is 
now.possible for the physical scientists and the industrial 
engineers and managers to model, experiment with, and

1



observe the functioning of systems which exist only on paper 
in the form of decision rules and mathematical formulations. 
This is especially useful for studying natural phenomena 
which cannot be physically modeled, or predicting the opera
tion and outcomes of systems which are under design or are 
not available for experimentation, such as industrial pro
duction systems.

Computer simulation has become a very useful deci
sion making aid for the industrial engineer and manager at 
any point in the system's life cycle. For an industrial 
system under design, simulation can help in determining the 
numbers and types of equipment and processes and plant space. 
For existing industrial systems, there are a multitude of 
applications. For example, the effect of proposed physical 
changes to the system, such as new equipment purchases, can 
be evaluated by simulating the system as it would operate 
with this new component. Also, the impact of production 
schedule changes can be measured in terms of manpower level 
or any other variables by simulating system operation under 
the new schedule. Simulation is extremely useful for making 
capital investment decisions, planning capital budgets, and 
scheduling implementation of plant capacity expansion plans. 
Various plant operating strategies can be evaluated for 
their effectiveness in meeting goals by simulating system 
operation under each of the strategies.
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i
The specific subject of this thesis is an applica

tion of computer simulation— -predicting the effectiveness of 
alternate strategies. The system to be simulated is the 
repair line associated with a hybrid microelectronics assem
bly facility. . A section of this thesis is devoted to de
scribing in detail the repair line and its interrelationship 
with other components of the hybrid assembly system. This 
system has been designed on paper by an electronics manufac
turer located in the Southwest. This manufacturer is 
currently designing the modules and subcontracting with 
semiconductor manufacturers to produce them. However3 the 
vendors' inability to react swiftly to design and delivery 
schedule changes has prompted the southwest manufacturer to 
consider development of internal capability to produce the 
modules. This manufacturer is awaiting a decision from its 
corporate management concerning implementation of the plans 
for this production system.

This thesis will use the repair line of the proposed 
production system to demonstrate an application of computer' 
simulation. It will describe in detail the model develop
ment process relative to the specific application. By actu
ally simulating the operation of the repair line under each 
of four different operating strategies 3 the study will show 
how simulation can be used for predicting outcomes and re
vealing the advantages and disadvantages of a system design.



Firsts a discussion of simulation is presented based upon 
the contributions of many authors to the body of knowledge 
about this technique. The simulation technique discussion 
is followed by a detailed description of the system to be 
simulated. Next5 the logic followed during model design is 
revealed, as is much of the quantitative information perti
nent to developing the computer simulation program. Follow
ing this section, the computer program and its output, 
reports are discussed in detail. Then, the repair line is 
simulated under each of four operating strategies, and the 
outcomes are analyzed. The final chapter presents a compar
ative analysis of the four strategies based upon the simula
tion results, along with concluding remarks and implications 

Technical detail about the product and the produc
tion process has been excluded, since discussion relative to 
product design is outside the scope of this analysis.



CHAPTER 2

SYSTEMS AND SIMULATION

Much has been written about simulation and applica
tions of simulation techniques in business. Literature 
especially applicable to the subject of this thesis is re
viewed in this section. Topics covered are systems and 
simulation, modeling, and validation.

Simulation
Many definitions of the term "simulation" have ap

peared in professional journals. In general terms, simula
tion (Maisel and Gnugnoli 1972, p. 4) is an act or process 
which gives the appearance or effect of reality, the purpose 
being to attain the essence without the reality. It is the . 
use of a model (Meier, Newell, and Pazer 1969, p . 2) to rep
resent the essential characteristics of a system under study, 
the representation being over time. Simulation can also be 
defined as "the exploration of various courses of action in 
a decision-making situation, and anticipation of the conse
quences of each without actually trying out each course of 
action in the real world" (Buffa 1966, p. 133). Trying var-. 
ious alternatives in the real world is the process of trial 
and error and not the application of simulation. In ■

5 ' •'
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simulation3 the alternatives are analyzed prior to making 
the decision. ,Such analyses may be performed ."before the 
real system is operational so as to aid in its design, or to 
see how the system might react to changes in its operating 
rules, or to evaluate the system's response to changes in 
its structure" (Chase and Aquilano 1973, p. 379)*

Computer simulation, which is applied in this thesis, 
is a subset of the technique.of simulation. It is a "numer
ical technique for conducting experiments on certain types 
of mathematical and logical models describing the behavior 
of a system (or some component thereof) on a digital com
puter over extended periods of real time" (Naylor and 
Burdick 1966, p. 329). The use of computer simulation for 
experimentation on a numerical model of a complex system is 
becoming increasingly important in many disciplines, includ
ing production and operations management. It has made pos
sible the systematic study (Conway■1963,,p. 47) of various 
problems when actual experimentation is impractical and 
analytic or solvable models, are not available.

There are. many advantages inherent in computer simu
lation. The major advantage (Maisel and Gnugnoli 1972, 
p. 5) is that it permits study of real systems without actu
ally modifying the systems. Various courses of action can 
be studied in a systematic and controlled way without .actu
ally imposing any of them on the system. This is especially



desirable where major experimentation on a system involves 
very high risks. There are, however, other kinds of models 
for predicting behavior of real systems; but for complex 
systems such as business enterprises, economic systems, 
social systems, ,lsimulation on a digital computer is un
equalled in its ability to provide realistic models of sys
tem behavior at a reasonable investment of time and money" 
(Maisel and Gnugnoli 1972, p. 6).

Simulation also has other advantages. When a system 
is being analyzed in preparation for simulation, previously 
unrecognized relationships or deficiencies are "often re
vealed. This may lead to improvements in the system. Simu
lation can also be used as a training tool, as in management 
games. Finally, computer simulations permit the study .of a 
variety of situations and the asking of complex questions. 
"The computer can manipulate elaborate descriptive and math
ematical models that consider a great number of factors, 
provide for complex interrelationships, and deal simultane
ously with a large number of individual units" (Maisel and 
Gnugnoli 1972, p. 6).

The advantages of computer simulation are offset to 
some extent by certain disadvantages. Simulations of large- 
scale, complex systems.can be very expensive. The cost is 
a function of development by high-priced specialists, com
puter time, and extensive studies of the elements of the
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system. A more subtle disadvantage of computer simulation 
is that it exists only in the form of computer programs. As 
a result3 management cannot see how the simulation actually 
operates and may become wary of the simulation outputs.

I . What other characteristics of simulation justify its 
use in preference to. other analytical techniques? Because 
simulation (Meier et al. 1969) p. 21) provides a laboratory 
environment for testing hypotheses5 operating strategies, 
and decision rules under various assumed condition's, it may 
be used where there are no. practical analytic approaches 
available. It may also prove to be the only practical ana
lytic method for those processes which can be formulated 
mathematically, but defy attempts at a mathematical solution. 
Examples of such processes are multichannel, multistage 
queuing problems (such as the system to be analyzed in this 
thesis) and complex scheduling problems. Simulation also 
permits observation of the dynamic behavior of a system.
Time can be compressed or expanded during a.computer simu
lation run to provide observations in any degree of detail,. 
Simulation (Meier et al. 1969, p. 22) provides a total pic
ture of system operating characteristics, and this is sig
nificantly better than mathematical procedures which produce 
only single, static answers. Computer, simulation models are 
usually close replicas of the. systems they represent. Such



models can be used to develop and test operating strategies 
prior to Implementation into the actual system.

■System Considerations for Simulation
The first-line manager in a large firm is concerned 

with system operations, daily problems, tactical decision
making, and short range planning. If he uses simulation 
(King 1968, p. 373) during his planning process, it is 
likely to be to discover ways of cutting cost, to raise the 
quality of products or services delivered by his production 
system, or to develop plans for expanding the volume or 
scope of his operations. In this thesis, a production sys
tem will be simulated for similar reasons. Before a system
can be simulated, however, several requirements must be met

1. There must be an opportunity (DeJonge.1972,
p. 53) for decision making— a problem and various possible 
courses of action. The problem to be solved and the objec
tives to be attained must be clearly spelled out. The ap
proach taken in simulating the' system and the types of data 
to be collected depend largely on the problem and desired 
objectives.

2. There must be a model which reflects how the
environment will react to a given decision.

3- There must be good quality data for running the 
simulation. The old adage that output is only as good as 
the input holds true here. "Many simulations have failed
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to produce accurate results because not enough emphasis was 
placed on gathering accurate input data" . (DeJonge 1972,
P. 53).

4. There must be a device (Buffa 1966, p..133) 
which can manipulate decision and model information so that 
the effects of any particular decision can be computed 
quickly and accurately. This device is the digital computer3 
and this element distinguishes computer simulation from 
other forms of simulation.

Systems may be classified according to the way they 
change from one state to another or according to the causal 
relationship between input and output. These will influ
ence the structure of the simulation model. Systems (Maisel 
and Gnugnoli 1972, p. 12) may be considered as continuous 
or discrete, depending on how they change state. The dis
tinction is best understood by considering the values of 
variables which characterize the state of the system. Con
tinuous systems include variables with an infinite number of 
values within prescribed intervals. Discrete systems in
clude variables which can have specific values from among a 
finite (but possibly very large) set of values. Systems can 
also be considered as deterministic or stochastic, depending 
upon the causal relationship of input to output. If the 
output of a system can be, predicted when the initial state 
and input of the system are known, the system is
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deterministic. "For a stochastic system— given the input 
and the state of the system— it is possible to predict only 
the range within which the output will fall and the frequen
cy with which various particular outputs will be obtained 
over many repetitions of the observation" (Maisel and 
Gnugnoli 1972, p. 14). In a stochastic system, it.is impos
sible to predict the output from only one observation of the 
system. -

The system/to be simulated in this thesis is a 
queuing system, which may be classified according to the 
above system types. Queuing systems have three basic enti
ties, and characteristics of these must be considered during 
development of a simulation model. These entities are units 
to be serviced, service facilities., and service queues—  ■ 
units waiting to be serviced.

Characteristics of units to be serviced which must 
be considered for simulation include the following:

1. Arrival process— the mechanism which determines
\

the frequency of units entering the queuing system.
2. Priority— -the relative measure of importance of 

a unit to other units. This generally influences how fast 
the unit will move through the system relative to the other 
units.

3• Service time— the length of time required to 
process a given unit through a given service facility.
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The'following characteristics of Service facilities 

must be considered for simulation:
1. System configuration— system design in terms of 

channels and stages. Multistage problems (di Roccaferrera 
1964, p. 855) are characterized by queues of units which 
must pass through two or more stations in sequence. Multi
channel problems are characterized by units being able to 
pass from one line to another. Complex systems may be both . 
multistage and multichannel.

2. Service discipline— whether or not a service 
facility can be interrupted in service. This is sometimes 
referred to as preemptive or nonpreemptive processing.

There are two characteristics of queues which must 
be considered for simulation: '

1. Queue size— number of-units which can be in the 
queue at any given time.

2. Queue discipline— method of ordering units in 
the queue, or strategy for selecting units from the queue.

The queue offers the greatest opportunity for inves
tigation in an area under management control, because it is 
much easier to change queue disciplines than service rates. 
Therefore, many simulation analyses of queuing systems are 
concerned with queue priority schemes.

In addition to the three basic elements of a queuing 
system which must be considered for simulation, there are
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two. characteristics (Schmidt and Taylor 1970, pp. 374-76) of 
the system as a whole which must be included. One is the 
capacity of the system, or limitation on number of units in 
the system. The second is the amount of time for which the 
system can operate. Some systems have this limitation, and 
others can operate continuously.

The queuing system to be simulated in this thesis 
contains many of the characteristics of the job shop, and 
analysis techniques applied to the job shop problem will be 
applied in this paper. Characteristics of a job shop.in
clude the diversity of tasks it must accomplish and the 
necessity of controlling the flow of orders through the 
processing steps. The operation sequences of the various 
orders may differ substantially and, since functionally 
equivalent machines are usually grouped together, the opera
tion sequences may be quite different and still intersect. 
Job shops (Groff and Muth 1972, p. 437) are designed to eco
nomically produce low volume items, each of which requires 
only a small part, of the equipment capacity for its pro
cessing. The decisions which must be made in planning, 
scheduling, and controlling job shop production include se
quencing of operations in each order, where each operation 
should be performed, order scheduling, and assignment of 
orders to machines from queues. .
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This last decision— assignment of orders to machines 

--is commonly referred to as scheduling or dispatching, and 
testing the effects of various dispatching rules on a par
ticular system is the subject of this thesis. Scheduling is 
deciding when activities are to take place. Job shop sched
uling has the connotation of a "number of jobs with diverse 
routings which will , compete for time on common machine fa
cilities, and the problems of lot or batch size is either 
solved or irrelevant" (Gere 1966, p. 167). In scheduling 
jobs through a job shop, "the objective is to ensure that 
operations are done in proper sequence and that jobs are 
scheduled on.machines without conflict between jobs while 
attempting to meet criteria such as minimizing late deliv
eries, or minimizing in-process inventories, or. maximizing 
utilization of equipment" (Meier et al. 1969, p. 32).

Dispatching is the final decision in the scheduling 
process and is made at the moment that action is imminent.
In the context of this thesis, dispatching is the mechanism 
or priority rule for assigning jobs to machines from the 
queues of those machines. Therefore, the dispatching rule 
will have an effect on the overall scheduling process. The 
rate at which jobs move through the shop is an important 
element for scheduling. Understanding, through simulation, 
how different dispatching rules (Muth and Thompson 1963s 
pp. 277-78) influence the performance of the job shop system
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could contribute appreciably to the design of a complete 
scheduling procedure.

There are two bases (Buffa and Taubert 19723 p. 400) 
for classifying dispatching rules— -local versus horizon 
rules, and static versus dynamic rules. Local rules deter
mine priorities based on characteristics of the job in ques
tion, for example, total processing .time or due date.
Broader horizon rules take into account factors such as 
overall job load on the system. In static rules, priorities 
do not change. With dynamic rules, however, relative prior
ity changes through time.

The simulation study performed in this thesis will 
involve a machine limited system. Until the past few years, 
job shop studies (Nelson 1967, p. 648) have focused on sys
tems where performance is not curtailed by limited labor 
resources. The control of such systems has centered on the 
selection of queue disciplines or priority schemes for •• 
assigning jobs from queues. "Machine limited" is one of 
many typical simplifying assumptions which have been made in 
job shop simulation studies. The purpose of these assump
tions has been to reduce the complexity of job shop systems 
to manageable, yet meaningful, levels for analysis. The 
following (Mellor 1966, p. 162) is a list of typical simpli
fying assumptions. Not all, however, are merely assumptions 
in all cases. For some systems, many of the assumptions are
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„actual characteristics of the system. Those assumptions 
used in this thesis are indicated with an asterisk after the 
assumption number.

•1.* No machine may process more than one operation 
at a time..

2.* Each operation, once started, must be performed 
to completion (no preemptive priorities).

3..* Each job, once started, must be performed to 
completion (no order cancellations).

4. Each job is an entity. Even though the job
represents a lot of individual parts, no lot may be proces
sed by more than one machine at a time.

5. A known, finite time is required to perform
each operation and each operation must be completed before
any operation which it must precede can begin. The given 
operation time includes setup time.

6.* The time intervals for processing are indepen
dent of the order in which the operations are performed. 
Setup times are sequence-independent and transportation 
times between machines are negligible.

7«* In-process inventory is allowable.
8.* Machines never break down during production.
9. Deadlines or due dates are fixed.

10..* The job routing is given and no alternatives
are permitted.
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11.* There is only one of each type of machine (no 

machine groups).
12. All jobs are known and are ready to start pro

cessing before the period under consideration begins.

Modeling
The first step in preparing for a simulation study 

is constructing a model of the system. A model is merely a 
representation of the system to be studied. "A simulation 
model of a real system is a model in which the system’s ele
ment's are represented by arithmetic, analogic, or logical 
processes that can be executed, either manually or by com
puter, to predict the dynamic properties of the real system” 
(Chase and Aquilano 1973) P • 384). There are several essen
tial characteristics of a simulation model. The model 
should contain only the most important aspects of the system 
under study. Including details which have little or no 
effect on the study often gets results which are overcompli
cated and confusing. A sparse model (Wismer 1967, p. 753) 
containing only the essential dynamic characteristics neces
sary to obtain the desired objective is more useful than a 
vast, complex model structure difficult to formulate. By 
clearly specifying the objective for which the model is in
tended, it appears that results can be obtained more econom
ically and with as great a reliability as more elaborate 
models. A simulation model should also show system
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Interaction relative to time. By simulating system behavior

/
as time passes * results can be accumulated on a periodic or 
event basis.. It should also be possible to use the model 
for testing and analyzing various decisions. For the model 
(DeJonge 1972, p. 53) to be useful in this manner, it must 
be easy to modify for testing of alternative designs.

There are several steps (Chase and Aquilano 1973> 
pp. 385-88) in the process of constructing a simulation 
model.' The first step is to determine the variables and 
parameters of the system. These are system characteristics 
which vary and remain constant, respectively. The second 
step is to determine which of the variables are to be in
cluded in the model and which are to be left out. This de
termination is influenced by the purpose of the simulation 
model. The next step in model construction is to specify 
the operating rules. In this thesis, operating rules will 
be the four strategies to be tested for their effect on sys
tem performance. Specifying probability distributions from 
which values of variables will be derived is .the next step 
in model construction. There are two types of distributions 
which are used in simulation. . The first is a mathematical 
frequency distribution, which can be any of the statistical 
probability distributions. The other is an empirical dis
tribution, which is a distribution designed specifically for 
the particular system. All of the distributions used in the
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simulation model in this thesis are. empirical. The final 
step in model construction is determining if the time ad
vance method will be in fixed-time increments or variable
time increments. In the fixed-time Increment method, the 
simulation clock is advanced in fixed increments of time.
At each, time increment, the system is scanned and all events 
which occur at this time unit are simulated. In the 
variable-time increment method, the simulation clock is ad
vanced in whatever time increment is required to begin the 
next event. The simulation in this thesis will be using the 
variable-time increment method.

The technique used for generating the values of 
variables from empirical distributions is the Monte Carlo 
method. "The Monte Carlo method is essentially a simulation 
technique in which statistical distribution functions are 
created by using a series of random numbers" (di 
Roccaferrera 1964, p. 861). In current usage, the term 
"Monte Carlo method" generally refers to the selection of 
values at random from mathematical or empirical probability 
distributions.

After the simulation model has been constructed, the 
question of system starting conditions and equilibrium 
arises. "Simply stated, the problem is that it takes some 
time for the simulation to overcome the artificiality intro
duced by the abrupt beginning of operation; the performance



of the simulation during some initial period is distorted" 
(Conway 1963s p. 48). Statistics gathered over the entire 
duration of the simulation may be distorted due to the•simu
lation time expended filling an initially empty system. Two 
methods (Emshoff and Sisson 1970, p. 191) are commonly used 
to eliminate the effects of the initial state of a system. 
The first method is to use long simulation runs so data from 
the initial period are insignificant relative to data from 
the balance of the simulation run. The second method, and 
the one more commonly used, is to introduce a nonrecording 
period at the beginning of the simulation run. During this 
period, no data are gathered. Data gathering starts after 
this period is completed, and the length of this period is 
usually long enough to fill the system.

A simulation program is generally used to compare 
alternatives. While the alternatives are different in some 
respects, they are also similar in many ways since they are 
approaches, to the same problem. "It is usually the case 
that relatively large portions of the program will be common 
to the various alternatives, so that in effect the simula
tors of the different alternatives will be relatively minor 
variations of a basic program rather than distinctly differ
ent programs" (Conway, Johnson, and Maxwell 1959, p. 95). 
This is true of the simulation program written for the 
application described in this thesis.



Validation • .
There are two steps (Meier et al. 1969, pp. 294-96) 

in the process of validating a model after it has been con
structed. The first step is to determine if the model is 
correct logically and in a programming sense. The second 
step is to determine if the model represents what it is 
supposed to represent. If the purpose of a model is in
tended to simulate a new or proposed system for which,there 
are no available data, there is no good way to verify that 
the model is representative of the system. This is the case 
with the system simulated in this study. Under these cir
cumstances, validation involves testing the model for logic 
or programming errors and being alert to unusual occurrences 
in the results obtained from the model.

Model verification can also take place during the 
formulation and construction phase. Rationalism (Naylor and 
Finger 1967, P • 93) holds that a model is a set of logical 
deductions from premises of unquestionable truth but not 
open to empirical verification. Thus, verification involves 
searching for a set of basic assumptions underlying the sys
tem to be modeled. Another position on validation is that 
emphasis should be placed.on system characteristics rather 
than the correspondence between predicted and observed sys
tem behavior. "Validation is to be obtained by observing 
whether the model reproduces or predicts the behavior
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characteristics of the system such as stability, oscillation, 
growth, average, period between peaks, general time relation
ships between changing variables, and tendency to attenuate 
externally imposed disturbances" (Anshoff and Sleyin 1.968, 
p. 386).

Future of Simulation ■ .
Reitman (1971, pp. 333-34) expresses the following

view concerning the future of simulation:
Simulation is a rapidly changing technologyWe 
must anticipate those problems which, while beyond 
our present ability to solve, will be within our 
ability tomorrow. Our lo.ok into the future must 
differentiate between what is needed to simulate 
systems and what is needed to reduce the costs of 
model development so that it becomes more feasible.
With these factors established, we should be able 
to foresee where our technology will take us in the 
future and what systems will not only be simulated 
but also controlled by the all seeing look-ahead 
ability of simulation.



CHAPTER 3

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The system to be modeled is actually a subsystem of 
a larger production system. This production system is a 
hybrid microelectronics assembly facility, and.it is com
posed of two subsystems— the assembly line and the repair 
line. It is the repair line which will be modeled in this 
thesis. At this point, it will be necessary to describe in 
some detail the entire production system, since the inter
relationship of the two subsystems will influence the design 
of the model of the repair line.

Assembly Line 
The products of the assembly line are hybrid micro

electronics modules. A hybrid module is a small electronics 
assembly composed of both integrated circuits and discrete 
electronic devices such as transistor and resistor chips—  . 
hence, the term "hybrid". These components are bonded to a 
ceramic substrate containing gold conductor paths on one 
surface, and fine wires are added to provide the electrical 
interconnections. This assembly is then sealed within a 
metal container. -

23
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The first operation of the hybrid modules assembly 

line is active, device bonding. Figure 1 represents the 
assembly'line. At this first work station, active devices, 
such as integrated circuits, are properly oriented and 
bonded by one of several processes to precise locations on 
the substrate surface. This operation is performed on an 
operator-controlled die bonding machine. The second opera
tion on the assembly line is passive device bonding. This 
work station contains a machine of bank of machines very 
similar to the active device bonders. Electronic devices, 
such as resistor chips, are bonded to the substrate surface 
at this station. Following the device bonding operations 
are the wire bonders. At these operator-controlled machines, 
wires which interconnect the devices and conductors on the, 
substrate surface-are bonded into precise locations. After 
the device and wire bonding are completed, the partially 
assembled modules are visually inspected for such defects as 
broken wires, improperly positioned devices or wires, and 
poor quality bonded junctions. Defective units are trans
ferred to the repair subsystem, repaired, and returned to 
the assembly subsystem for further processing. This visual 
inspection operation is the first place along the assembly 
line that a defective unit can be discovered, and it will be 
referred to as Entry Point 1 in this thesis. From this in
spection station, the substrates are transported to. an
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in-line cleaning station where they are immersed in a clean
ing tank to remove contaminants. Following cleaning, the 
substrates are transported to the header attach operation. 
The header is the lower part of the metal container which 
contains the leads. In this operation, an adhesive is ap
plied to the header and the substrate is positioned on the 
adhesive. The substrate and header subassemblies are then 
passed through an infrared heat tunnel which cures the ad
hesive. Finally, wires which interconnect the substrate and 
header pins are bonded into place, and the header attach 
operation is completed. The partially assembled modules are
then moved to the first of four functional tests. This test

)
is performed on a computerized test station which is used 
for all four functional test operations. During the first 
functional test, the station will print out failed test 
parameters, and defective units will be sent'to the repair 
line for error correction. The first functional test is the 
second place along the assembly line where defective units 
are discovered, and it will be referred to as Entry Point 2.

After the first functional test has been completed, 
the partially assembled modules are moved to the laser trim
ming station. At this computerized station, the circuit is 
energized and resistor values are read by the computer. The 
computer compares these values to the desired values stored 
in its memory, and directs a laser to trim away parts of
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those resistors which are out of range until their values 
are brought into the desired ranges. Upon leaving the laser, 
trimming operation, the module subassemblies once again are. 
cleaned by immersion in a cleaning tank'to remove contami
nants. This is followed by the preseal bakeout operation. 
The purpose of this operation is to remove moisture and con
taminating, vapors from the module prior to sealing. At the 
completion of the bake, the modules, while still hot, are 
moved to the package sealing station and placed in an inert 
atmosphere. In this atmosphere, the lids are positioned on 
the headers and solder sealing is accomplished in an induc
tion heater. After the modules have cooled, they are 
transported to the identification station where they are- 
imprinted with the module part number and serialized sequen
tially. The. printing is dried in a rapid-dry infrared' oven. 
Following identification is the hermeticity test station, 
which is Entry Point 3• At this station, the hybrid modules 
are placed in a test chamber which detects leaks in the mod
ule package seals. Those units which fail the test are 
transported to the repair line and the good units are moved 
to the next operation. After the hermeticity test, the mod
ules are inspected for such errors as bent leads,.illegible 
or incorrect identification and serialization, or other 
defects in the module package. This inspection is Entry 
Point 4.
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Following the Inspection,.■ the modules .are shock 

tested. The shock to which the modules are subjected is 
sufficient to loosen any poor quality bond junctions which 
may have occurred in prior processing. After the shock 
test, the modules are transported to the functional test 
station for the second functional test. . Defective units 
discovered at this test, which is Entry Point 5 3 are sent 
to the repair line. After the defects are corrected, the 
units are returned to the assembly line for further proces
sing. All modules which have passed the second functional 
test are then cycled ten times in the temperature cycle 
oven, and this is followed by another functional test. This 
third functional test is Entry Point 6. The next operation 
along the assembly line is the burn-in. The modules are 
placed in an oven set at 85 degrees Centigrade for 168 hours. 
The burn-in is followed by the fourth and final functional 
test, which is Entry Point 7• This test is followed by a 
visual inspection operation. Entry Point 8. Modules which 
have successfully passed this final inspection are carefully 
packaged and sent to Stores, where they remain until they 
are needed for installation into larger electronics assem
blies .

There are four different modules produced on this 
line, and the times required to produce them are very nearly 
equal to each other. The time differences occur in the
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device and wire bonding operations due to the varying quan- . 
tities of components and wires in the four module types. 
Processing and testing after these operations require the 
same time for the four module types. The production system 
is balanced so that one module is completed in approximately 
four minutes at any of the eight entry points. Machine 
breakdownsj which could interrupt this rate of one module 
per four minutes, occur very infrequently. There is a 
planned program of preventive maintenance which is executed 
on the third shift of each day, and this program is very 
effective in minimizing the number of machine delays.

Repair Line
The repair line is. the second of two subsystems 

which together make up the hybrid modules production system. 
Figure 2 represents this subsystem. The function of this 
subsystem is to repair defective units discovered at the 
eight entry points along the assembly line, and to return 
them to the entry points where the defects were discovered. 
The repair line contains the following ten stations:

1. Troubleshoot test— The function of this station 
is to determine exactly what the defects are in the unit 
tested. Defective units entering the repair system from the 
third or fourth functional tests (Entry Points 6 and 7) re
quire ;troubleshooting, because these tests merely indicate 
if the modules are functioning properly. This operation
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requires a very expensive, custom built test station 'and a 
skilled technician to operate it.

2. Miscellaneous repairs— This station is used for 
repairs such as lead straightening and identification touch 
up. Entry Point 4, which is the second inspection station 
on the assembly line, is the discovery point at which most 
of the defective units enter this miscellaneous repairs 
station.

3. Decan--This station has an induction, heating 
element used for removing the lid from the module package.
If a defect is detected within the module after it has been 
sealed, then the package must be reopened for repair.

4. . Active die bonder— -This work station consists of 
an operator-controlled- machine similar to the die bonders in 
the assembly line. At this station, an operator will remove 
wires and defective active devices, and bond new devices 
into place on the module substrate.

5. Passive die bonder— This machine is.similar to 
the passive die bonders in the assembly line and performs a 
function like - the active die bonder, except with passive 
devices.

6. Wire bonder— This operator-controlled machine is 
similar to the wire bonders in the assembly line. At this 
work station, improperly located, wires and broken wires are 
removed and replaced.
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7. Attach header— This repair station has the equip

ment required for removing and replacing defective headers. 
The wires connecting the module to the header pins are re
moved from the header pins, and the substrate is removed 
from the header platform. It is bonded to a new header and 
the wires are bonded to the new header pins..

8. Inspect— This station is an intermediate inspec
tion where the repaired module is inspected prior to reseal
ing the package. Once the package is resealed, the module 
inside cannot be visually checked for correctness of the 
repair.

9. Reseal— -The equipment at tfris work station is 
used to place the module package lid over the module and 
seal it by means of controlled heat application.

10. Final inspect— All repaired modules are final 
inspected before leaving the repair subsystem and returning 
to the assembly line.

Defective units entering the repair line require one 
of approximately thirty possible rework sequences. A rework 
sequence is the set of stations at which a defective unit 
must be processed to correct the defects. A defective unit 
can start its rework sequence at any of stations one through 
six, and the sequence is influenced by the entry point.

One of the major criteria governing the operation of 
the repair line is to minimize the average total waiting



time a unit spends, in the repair system. There are two rea
sons for this. First s although the time required for pro
cessing and testing after wire bonding is approximately the 
same for the four module types, the processes and tests vary 
in their content among the module types. Since the module 
types are processed in lots, it is desirable to repair de
fective units as quickly as possible so they can be returned 
to their lots for further processing on the assembly line.
If a defective unit cannot be repaired in time to rejoin its 
lot in the assembly line, it will have to await the next 
run of a lot of the same module type. • Second, electronics 
systems for military applications may undergo many design 
improvement changes during the course of a production con
tract, and these changes are worked into the production 
schedule. It is desirable to repair defective units as 
quickly as possible so they can be further processed with 
lots of the same configuration.

Because average waiting time in the system must be 
minimized, the repair system is fully staffed or machine 
limited. This is to prevent delays in module repairs due 
to the absence of repair technicians.



CHAPTER 4

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The objective of this study is to evaluate the de
sign of the repair subsystem to determine if it can meet the 
demands to be placed upon it and by what operating strategy 
it, can most effectively do so. The analysis technique to be 
used is simulation, and this involves developing a model of 
the repair subsystem. Since there is an interrelationship _ 
between the operation of the assembly subsystem and the de
mands placed upon the repair subsystem, this interrelation
ship must be defined. Hence, the model required for this 
analysis will be composed of two interacting submodels, just 
as the hybrid modules production system is composed of two 
interacting subsystems.

The interrelationship between the assembly subsystem 
and the repair subsystem is in the detection of defective 
units at the eight entry points along the assembly line and 
their subsequent transfer to the repair area. Therefore, 
the first of the two.submodels will isolate and analogize 
the components of this interrelationship by answering the 
following questions:

y
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1. How are defective units generated at each of the 

eight entry points along the assembly line? Are they ran
domly generated or is there a probability distribution, which 
describes this process? '

2. Once a defective unit is discovered, how is the 
necessary repair determined? What sequence of repair opera
tions is required to correct the defects in the unit?

3. How is the defective unit transferred to the 
repair subsystem and placed in queue at the first repair 
operation? Or, how is the output of the first submodel—  
the assembly-repair interface— used as an input to the 
second submodel— the repair subsystem?

The second of the two submodels will analogize the 
operation of the repair subsystem. The parts flow through 
this subsystem follows a definite pattern. As a defective 
unit is received into the repair line, it is placed in queue 
at the first operation of its particular rework sequence. 
Every operation, or work station, in the repair line can 
have its own queue. When a work station becomes available, 
the next unit to be assigned to that station is selected 
from its queue. The operating strategy for the repair line 
will dictate which unit is selected. When an operation is 
completed, the unit is removed from that work station and 
placed in queue at the next station in its rework sequence. 
This process continues until the defective unit has been
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repaired and exits the repair subsystem. Figure 3 illus
trates a representative flow of a unit through"the system.

The model, once developed, will consist of a set of 
rules which describes the interaction of the two submodels. 
In this form, it will provide a framework for the computer 
simulation program, which will be the tool for performing 
the analysis of the repair system. The analysis will in
volve testing the performance of the system under four dif
ferent operating strategies. All four of these strategies 
are based on selection criteria by which defective units are 
picked from work station queues, and are as follows:

1. Shortest operation time assignment— When a work 
station becomes available, the defective unit requiring the 
least amount of work to be performed at that station is 
assigned from the queue of that station. The objective of 
this strategy is to maximize the throughput of each work 
station which, in turn, should maximize the throughput of 
the entire system.

2. Least remaining repair time— When a work station 
becomes available, the defective unit requiring the least 
'total amount of remaining work in all the repair stations
to correct the defects is.assigned from the queue of that 
station. The objective of this strategy is to maximize the 
throughput of the system by expediting through the system 
those units requiring the least amount of work.
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3• First in3 first priority throughout.system^-The 

first defective unit into the system receives the first pri
ority throughout the system, and all successive units re
ceive a successively lower priority. When a work station 
becomes available, the unit having the highest priority is 
assigned from the queue of that station. The objective of 
this strategy is to process units through the system with 
emphasis on returning repaired units to their lots for fur
ther processing, and avoiding configuration changes .which 
may occur while the units are in the repair line.- This can 
be accomplished by minimizing the average total time units 
spend in the repair system.

4. Longest remaining repair time assignment— When 
a work station becomes available, . the defective unit requir
ing the greatest amount of remaining work to be completely 
repaired is assigned from the queue of, that station. The 
objective of this strategy.is to expedite through the system 
those units requiring the greatest amount of work. The 
first impression is that this strategy will not maximize 
the throughput of the system, but it will be tested to de
termine its effect on the system.

• Two criteria will be used to measure the effective
ness of each of these strategies. The first is lowest aver
age waiting time for a unit in the system. This criterion, 
instead of lowest average total time in the system, is used



because waiting time is a variable which can be controlled 
by the operating strategy for the system* Total time in the 
system, however, is the sum of the waiting time in the sys
tem and the service time in the system. Service time is 
dependent upon the rework sequence, of which there are ap
proximately thirty possible combinations. Also, service 
time is a function of the design of the system, which in
cludes quantity of operators and work stations and types of 
equipment and processes. This first criterion gives a micro 
view of the effectiveness of operating strategy oh system 
performance. What is happening to the individual unit in 
the system becomes an indicator of overall system perfor
mance . '■

The second criterion for measuring the effectiveness 
of the various operating strategies is the highest through
put ratio for the system. Throughput ratio is calculated 
by dividing the number of units which leave the system dur
ing a time interval by the number of units which enter the 
system during the same time interval. In contrast to the 
•first criterion, this gives a macro view of operating strat
egy.effectiveness. What is happening to the system as a 
whole is obviously an indicator of overall system perfor
mance. The strategy having the highest throughput ratio is 
the most effective. If the ratio is less than one for a 
particular strategy, this will indicate that the repair
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system cannot meet the demand placed upon it when operating 
under that strategy. - If the ratio is less than one for the 
most effective strategy, then modification of system design 
or operation on an overtime basis must be considered by the 
industrial engineer and production manager.

Assembly-Repair Interface Submodel
The interrelationship between the assembly subsystem 

and the repair subsystem is in the generation of defective 
units on the assembly line and the determination of the re
work sequence for each defective unit. The rate at which 
defective units are generated will determine the demand 
level for the repair line. The rework sequence will indi
cate the work stations through which the defective unit must 
pass to be repaired. .

To reiterate, there are eight points on the assembly 
line where defective units are detected and from which they 
enter the repair line. These are referred to as Hentry 
points," and are the following:

Entry Point Operation Description
• 1 . Post-Bond Inspect
2 First.Functional Test
3 Hermeticity Test
4 Second Inspect
5 . Second Functional Test
6 Third Functional Test
7 Fourth Functional Test
8 Final Inspect
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There is a yield value associated with each of the 

entry points. This yield is defined as the percentage of 
all units which pass successfully through an entry point and 
are not diverted to the repair area. Since the yield is a 
quantitative relationship of the number of defective units 
generated at each entry point and the number of units pass
ing through the entry point, and this relationship is known, 
the process of generating defective units can be modeled.
The demand level for the repair line will be determined by 
the interaction of the rate at which defective units are 
generated and the rate at which, the repair line can process • 
these units. Knowing the yields and production rates of the 
entry points, the defectives generation process can be simu
lated' using a Monte Carlo technique. The matrix shown in 
Figure 4 contains the entry point yields.

Entry Point 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield • 93 .95 .95 .97 • 97 .98 .98 . 9-6 ■

Figure 4. Yield Matrix
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A random number generator will be used in simulating 

the detection of defective units. A random number between
0.01 and 0.99 will be generated, and this value will be com
pared to the yield value in the yield matrix for this entry 
point. If the value is less than the yield, this will be - 
considered as a unit which has successfully passed through 
the entry point. If the value is equal to or greater than 
the yield, this will represent a defective unit.

Once a defective unit is discovered, its rework se
quence must be determined before it can be placed in work 
in the repair line. The rework sequence for a unit is a 
function of the entry point where it is determined to be 
defective, and the number of rework sequences related to 
each entry point varies from one to fourteen. The identifi
cation, of each repair station by number is repeated here to 
aid in reading the listings of rework sequences for each ■ 
entry point shown in Figure 5•

Repair Station Description
1 Troubleshoot Test
2 Miscellaneous Repairs
3 Decan
4 Active Die Bonder
5 Passive Die Bonder
6 , Wire Bonder
7 Attach Header -
8 Inspect
9 Reseal

10 Final Inspect
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8 . 4,7,10
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14 ■ 4,5,6,7,10
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(or 8) (or 7)
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Figure 5. Repair Stations Sequences
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Since no data were available from which to determine 

the distributions of occurrences of various rework sequences, 
randomness has been assumed. Thus, the random number gen
erator can be used. For example 3 to determine the rework 
sequence for a defective unit discovered in Entry Point 1, a 
random number between 0.00001 and 0.99999 is generated and 
transformed to an integer between 01 and 07. The transfor
mation technique will be described later in this thesis.
The integer value corresponds to one of the rework sequences 
shown in Figure 5 for Entry Point 1. This procedure is re
peated for. every defective unit from an entry point with two 
or more rework sequences. The integer values derived from 
the transformation of real random values will vary between 
01 and the number of rework sequences for the specific entry 
point.

The procedure for generating defective units and 
determining the repairs required is repeated at each event 
time when a unit has been completed in an entry point. Thus, 
the generation of defective units relative to time can be 
simulated. While this process is taking place, the repair 
subsystem is processing defective units relative to the same 
time scale.

Repair Line Submodel
Before its operation can be simulated, the repair' 

line must be modeled. This involves analysis, of the parts
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flow through the subsystem, and Isolation and definition of 
the variables which influence this flow.

The. seven variables which influence the material 
flow through the repair line are defined here:

1. Unit identification— In order to track each unit 
through the repair system, it- will be necessary that every 
unit be identified.. This can be accomplished by counting 
the defective units as they enter' the system and letting the 
count of the unit be the identification number of the. unit.

2. Rework sequence-— This term has already been de
fined. In addition to unit identification, it is necessary 
to know the rework sequence for each unit, which will be its 
path .through the system. The computer simulation program 
must have the capability of retaining this information.

3. * Location in system— The computer must know at 
all times where every defective unit is located in the sys
tem. It is necessary to know the compositions of the queues 
in the system, since the operating strategies are based upon 
criteria for selecting units from queues.

4. Repair station status--It is necessary to know 
at all times the status, available or in -use,, of every work 
station in the system. This is. to prevent work assignment 
to an occupied station and waiting for assignment to an 
available station.
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5. Operating strategy— The objective of operating 

strategy is to minimize average total waiting time in the 
system. Therefore, material flow through the system is in
fluenced by the strategy which has been selected. ■

6. Expected completion time in work station— The 
completion time for every unit in every work station must 
be known at all times to the computer. This is essential 
information for tracking units through the system and know
ing when stations become available.

7• Service time— Service times, like rework se
quences, are determined by the entry points. The entry 
point where a defective unit is discovered indicates the 
types of defects, and the types of defects determine the 
necessary repairs. The service time matrix, shown in 
Figure 6,.contains the service times by entry point and re
pair station.

The values in the service time matrix are the mean 
and standard deviation values of the service times of the 
various repair operations. Service time includes setting 
up the machine for the specific repair and performing the 
repair operation.

In Figure 6, the first value in each location is a 
mean value, while the second is its standard deviation. For 
example, for Entry Point 1 and Repair Station 4, the 
service time has a mean value of 42 minutes and a standard 
deviation of 4 minutes. .
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3 0 0 9,2 0 0 0 30,4 9,2 6,1 3,1
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8

. . . 0 12,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,1
1 2 ■3 4 5 6 . 7 8 9 10

Repair Station

Figure 6. Service Time Matrix
Table values are in.minutes per unit.
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CHAPTER 5

COMPUTER SIMULATION PROGRAM

The computer simulation program was written espe
cially for this application. It is in FORTRAN IV language 
and was developed using, the CDC 6400 system at The Univer
sity of Arizona.

The program is divided into three major parts, which 
are as follows:

■ 1. Initialize— In this part of the program, arrays 
are dimensioned and zero filled, data are read from cards 
into specific arrays, and the initial event times for the 
assembly subsystem are computed.

2. Simulate— This is the major loop of the program 
which controls the simulation process. It is repeated con
tinuously during program execution until a predetermined 
quantity of defective units have exited the repair system. . 
Each iteration of this loop causes the time to index to the 
next event time. This loop contains three major routines, • 
which are: generate defective units, check for completions,
and assign units to repair stations. The first routine gen
erates defective units, determines the rework sequence of 
each defective unit, computes a service time for each repair

49
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operation in the sequence3 and transfers, the defective units 
to the repair line. The second routine checks the status of 
all defective units in work stations and moves each com
pleted unit to the queue of the next station in its sequence, 
or returns repaired units to the assembly •; line. The Rework 
Completion Data output report is generated during execution 
of this routine. The third routine .is the operating strat
egy of the repair line. Defective units are assigned to\ ■
work stations according to the instructions in this routine. 
Four of these algorithms have been developeds one for each 
of the four scheduling strategies to be simulated.

3. Output— This routine analyzes data gathered dur
ing the simulation and generates output reports.

Because the repair line is empty at the beginning of 
the simulation3 some part of the simulation involves filling 
the system. Therefore 3 the output reports are generated for 
each 100 completed units to aid in determining where the 
steady state condition of the simulation run begins.

Appendices A3 B3 and C contain the program flow dia
gram, definitions of program variables3 and computer program 
listing, respectively.

Essential Elements of Program 
The computer simulation program contains approxi

mately 530 statements, including comments and the work as
signment algorithm. The duration of the simulation is
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limited to seven hundred defective units leaving the repair 
system, which is one month of production. Entry point 
yields, repair operation time standards, and rework se
quences are program inputs which can be varied by changing 
data cards.

Four essential elements of the program are determin
ing if units are defective, selecting rework sequences, 
identifying and tracking defective units through the repair 
system, and determining completion times of units in repair 
stations. These will be examined here in the next several 
pages.. . ;

There are eighteen possible events which can occur 
in this program— completion of a unit in any of eight in
spection and test stations (entry points) and completion of 
a unit in any of ten repair stations. If the next event 
time represents the completion of a unit in an entry point, 
then the computer must determine if the unit is defective or 
is not defective. To accomplish this, a random number is 
generated and compared to the yield value in the yield ma
trix (see Figure 4).for that particular entry point. If 
the random number is less than the yield value, the unit is 
not defective. If the random number is equal to or greater 
than the yield value, it is defective, and it. must be iden
tified and its rework sequence determined.
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Selection of rework sequences is on a random basis 3 

since no data were available concerning probabilities of 
occurrence of the various sequences. To determine the re
work sequence for a defective unit discovered in Entry 
Point 1,, for example, a random number is generated between 
.0.00001 and 0.99999* This number is then multiplied by the 
number of rework sequences associated with that entry point3 
which is seven for Entry Point 1. This yields a value be
tween 0.00001 and 6.99999* By placing this real number in 
an integer field, the decimal is truncated and an integer 
between 0 and 6 remains. By adding one to this integer, a 
value between 1 and 7 results. This value is the number of 
the rework sequence, from among the seven possible sequences, 
for the defective unit discovered in Entry Point 1.' The 
array containing the seven rework sequences associated with 
Entry Point 1 is SEQ1(7,10). This procedure is the same for 
all entry points having two or more rework sequences.

The array RWK(x,y,z) is the mechanism for tracking 
defective units through the repair system. The x, y, and z 
dimensions of the array are 200, 10, and 3 respectively.
When a defective unit enters the repair system, it is 
counted and the count becomes its identification number.
This number is stored in the first empty location in array 
ID(200), which corresponds to a location in RWK(200,10,3)•
The "y" values 1 through 10 always represent the ten repair



stations in the repair system. In z = 1, the rework se
quence is entered-. It is represented by ten digits, 0’s and 
I’s, which are entered into y = 1 through 10. .This same in
formation is stored in z = 3» where it is preserved for 
printing in output reports. The 0 ’ s in the ten-digit '-se
quence represent repair stations not required in the rework 
sequence, and the I's represent the stations in the rework 
sequence. Also, when a defective unit enters the system, 
the repair operation times are computed and entered into 
z = 2 in array RWK. Thus, the array RWK contains the rework 
sequence and repair operation times for each unit which 
enters the repair system. •

When unit "x" is assigned to station "y" for pro
cessing, the expected completion time for the operation is 
calculated by adding the operation time in z = 2 to the 
clock time. This value is then stored in the array 
RCOMP(10,2). When the next event time arrives at the ex
pected completion time, this indicates that the operation 
has been completed. This is recorded by changing the 1 in 
z = 1 for unit "x" and station "y" to 0— station not re
quired or, in this case, no longer required. Thus, the 
array RWK, at all times, contains the locations of all units 
in the repair system.



Inputs and Outputs
In addition to the approximately 530 cards which 

comprise the main simulation program, the data inputs re
quire '63 cards. These include the following: one card for
entry point yields, eight cards for mean values of operation 
times, eight cards for standard deviations of operation 
times, and forty-six cards for rework sequences. These four 
types of data will be illustrated below to aid in explana
tion of the inputs.

Figure 7 is a representation of the card containing 
the eight entry point yields. These values are stored in 
array ASM(8).

Figure 8 is one of the eight service time mean 
values cards.. There is one card for each of the eight entry 
points. This particular card contains the service time data 
for Entry Point 1, which is read into row 1 of level 1 of 
the array STD(8,10,2). The times are expressed in minutes 
per unit.

The service time standard deviations cards have the 
same format as the service time mean values cards. They 
are read into level 2 of the array STD(8,10,2). The stan
dard deviations are located directly below their correspond
ing mean values in this array.

Figure 9 is a representation of one Of the forty-six 
rework sequence cards. There is one card for each rework



Figure 7• Entry Point Yields Input Data Card

/ 0.00.00.042.18.24.0.00.00.06.0

Figure 8. Service Time Mean Values Input Data Card, 
Entry Point 1

/0001000001

Figure 9. Rework Sequence Data Input Card,
Entry Point 1, Rework Sequence Number 1
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sequence, and the number of these data cards for each entry- 
point is equal to the number of rework sequences for that 
entry point. This particular card represents the first re
work sequence for Entry Point 1, which is read into the 
first row of SEQ1(7310). The 0*s indicate that the repair 
station number corresponding to that column number on the 
card is not required in that sequence. The 1's indicate 
that the station is required.

There are four output reports generated by the com
puter simulation program. They are the Rework Completion 
Data, System Performance Data, Work Station Performance Data, 
and Status of Defective Units in System. See Appendix D for 
sample printouts of these reports. The reports are gener
ated in simulation time intervals of approximately 24 hours, 
which is the time required to process 100 units through the 
repair system. They are designed to give several views of 
the repair system, by looking at individual’ defective units, 
individual work stations, and the system in its entirety.

The first report which appears in the simulation 
output is the Rework Completion Data. This report is print
ed during the simulation run as rework completions occur.
The level of detail of this report is the individual com
pleted unit. Information provided is as follows:

1. Time, in hours, since time 0, that the rework 
completion has occurred,
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2. Defective unit identification number.
3. Time, in hours, since time 0, that the defective 

unit entered the system.
4. Time, in hours, spent by the unit in the system.
5. Time, in hours, spent by the unit waiting in 

line in the system.
6. Time, in hours, that the unit was being pro

cessed while in the system.
7. Entry point number through which the unit en

tered the system.
8. Rework sequence for that defective unit (station
y "

10, final inspect, is not shown but is common to all rework 
sequences).

The second report is the System Performance Data, 
which looks at the system in its entirety. Information pro
vided in this report is as follows:

1. Total time, in hours, which have elapsed during 
the simulation time ̂ interval.

2. Quantity of modules which have entered the sys
tem during the time interval.

3. Quantity of modules processed completely through 
the system during the time interval.

4. Utilization, in percent, of the components of ■ 
the system during the time interval.
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5• Average time3 in hours, spent in the system by 

units completed during the time interval.
6.. Average time, in hours, spent waiting in the 

system by units completed during the time interval.
7- Arrival rate and arrival rate standard deviation 

of defective units into the repair system, in units per hour, 
during the time interval.

8. System service time and service time standard 
deviation of units completed during the time interval, in 
units per hour.

The third output report generated by the computer 
simulation program is the Work Station Performance Data.
This report provides information about the performance of 
each repair station during the simulation time interval. 
Information provided is as follows:

1. Repair station number.
2. Arrival rate and arrival rate standard deviation 

of defective units to this repair station, in units per hour, 
during the time interval.

3. Service time and service time standard deviation 
for units processed through this station, in units per hour, 
during the time interval.

4. Total time, in hours, that the repair station
was in use during the time interval.
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■ 5. ' Total time5 in. hours* that the repair station

was idle during the time interval.
. 6 . ’ Utilization* in percent * of this repair station 

during the time interval. -
The final output of this program is the Status of 

Defective Units in System. This report reflects the loca
tions of all units which have entered the system but have 
not been completed at the end of the simulation time inter
val. The information of this report is as follows:

1. Defective unit identification number.
2. Rework sequence for that unit (station 10* final 

inspect, is. not shown but is common to all rework sequences).
3. Location of defective unit in the system. This 

is the repair station number where the unit is in work or 
in queue..

4. Entry point number through which the- unit en
tered the repair system.

5. Clock time, in hours * that the unit entered the 
repair system.



CHAPTER 6

SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSES

In this, chapter, results of simulating the repair 
system with.each of the four dispatching rules are presented. 
Tables of data from the System Performance Data and Work 
Station Performance Data output reports are analyzed to de
termine how effectively the system has performed under the 
demand placed upon it. Observations are made concerning how 
the system performance has met the measurement criteria and 
about the adequacy of the system design. A comparative 
analysis of system performance under the four strategies 
follows.. Conclusions are drawn, and appropriate recommen
dations concerning system design and operating strategy are 
made...

Strategy No. 1— Shortest Operation 
Time Assignment

When a ̂ repair station becomes available, its queue 
is searched for the unit requiring the least repair time in 
that station. This unit is then assigned to the station for 
processing. This strategy should maximize the system ser
vice rate by maximizing the output of each station. Appen
dix E shows the computer listing of this algorithm.

60
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The simulator was run for a period of seven time 

intervals. A time interval, in this paper, is the time re
quired for the repair system to deliver 100 finished units. 
The time intervals varied from approximately 18 to 24 hours, 
with an average of 21 hours. The seven time intervals ac
counted for approximately one month of production on a one 
work shift per day schedule. Over this time period, 701 
units entered the repair system and 700 were completed.
This indicates that the repair system, operating under the 
shortest operation time decision rule, delivered completed 
units as fast, as units entered the system. The arrival rate 
and service rate for the entire simulation run, computed 
from the data in Figure 10, give the same indication. These 
rates were approximately 4.73 modules per hour.

The data in Figure 10 also imply that the repair 
system was not operating at capacity and can handle a much 
greater demand. The system utilization was approximately 36 
percent,and the average waiting time for completed units was 
0.36 hours. Because of the variety of rework sequences and 
operation times which can occur, it is not likely that 100 
percent utilization can be achieved. However, 36 percent 
utilization certainly seems to indicate unused capacity.

Although the system performance information gathered 
over the entire simulation run indicates excess capacity, it 
is possible that one of the repair stations may be



Total Time Elapsed (hours)
Quantity Entered System (modules)
Quantity Processed through System 

(modules)
System Utilization (percent)
Average Time in System (hours)
Average Waiting Time in System 

(hours)
System Arrival Rate (modules per 

hour)
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
System Service Time (hours per 

module)
Service Time Std. Dev.

23.02 23.54 21.19
105 100 98
100 100 100

35.3 35.6 35.2
1.01 1.31 .95
.21 .47 .23

4.6 4.2 4.6

2.3 1.7 2.4
.23 .24 ' .21

.20 .15 ..16
1 2  3

Time

22.68 19.35 20.00
102 103 98
100 100 100

35.9 36.8 37.1
1.52 1.18 1.13
.67 .38 . .35

4.5 5.3 ' 4.9

1.9 2.3 2.7
.23 .19 , .20

.17 .15 .18
4 5 ' 6

Intervals

18.37
95

100

37.3
.98
.24,

5.2

2.5
.18

.14

7

Figure 10. System Performance Data, Shortest Operation Time
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approaching its capacity. Hences a bottleneck situation can 

• occur in the system, even when its total utilization is rel
atively low. The purpose of the Work Station Performance 
Data report is to give the micro view of the system neces
sary to reveal such a situation. Figure 11 contains.this 
information for the shortest operation time rule.

The data in Figure 11 further reflect the system's 
excessive capacity relative to demand. All stations, except. 
station 4, are in use only .20 percent to 60 percent of the 
time. Utilization of station 4 ranges from 62.3 percent in 
time interval 1 to 88.9 percent in time interval 4. This 
station may become a bottleneck if the production rate of 
the assembly system is increased or if the entry point 
yields decrease.

Strategy No. 2— Least Remaining 
Repair Time Assignment

When a repair station becomes available, its queue 
is searched for the unit requiring the least work to further 
process it through the system. This unit is then assigned 
to the repair station. This strategy should maximize the 
system service rate by giving priority to units closest to 
completion. Appendix E shows the computer listing of this 
algorithm.

The system performance data from the simulation run 
under this decision rule have been tabulated in Figure 12.



STATION 1
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) .7 . 6 .4 .5 .8 .7 .3
Arrival Rate Std. Dev. .7 .7 .7 • 7 1.2 .7 .5
Service Time (hours per module) .40 .41 .38 . 40 .41 .40 .41
Service Time Std. Dev. .06 .07 .07 . . 06 .04 .06 .05
Utilization (percent) 26.4 26.1 16.2 19-4 31.8 27-7 13.4

NATION 2
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) .8 . . 8 1,1 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.6
Arrival Rate Std. Dev. •8 .9 1.3 1,3 1.1 1.2 . .9
Service Time (hours per module) .22 .22 .22 .21 .25 .22 .23
Service Time Std. Dev. .04 .05 .05 .04 .05 . 04 .06
Utilization (percent) . 18.5 17 -Y 23.7 21.7 30.5 29-7 39.6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Time Intervals

Figure 11. Work Station Performance Data, Shortest Operation Time



STATION 3
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

STATION 4
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

1.8
1.3
.15
.04

1.9
.9
.15
.03

1.8 
1.5 
. .15 
.03

1.5
1.2
.15
.03

26.4 28.5 28.3 22.5

1.7 1.6 1.4 1.9
1.3 1.5 1.2 1.7.
.40 .52 .47 .48

2.0 
1.2 
.15 

. .03
30.4

1.8
1.4
.44

2.2 1.6

1.5 1.3
.15 . .16
.03 .03

32.7 25.7

1.7
1.4
.42
.21

1.5
1.5 
.44 

.19.16 , .21 .21 .21 .20 
62.3 88.8 69.1 88.9 70.4 72.1 74.3

1 3 4 5
Time Intervals

6 7

Figure 11— Continued. Work Station Performance Data, Shortest Operation Time



STATION 5.
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

STATION 6
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

.24 .23 .23

.08 .09 .08 .09 .09 .09 .07
46.9 33.7 40.5 43-3 40.1 31.0 43.2

• 34 
.08

.36 • 36.35 .33 • 30
.08 .12 .09 .09 .10 .09

63.653.3 ' 55.9 60.8
4 621

Time Intervals

Figure 11— Continued. Work Station Performance Data, Shortest Operation Time



STATION 7
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

STATION 8
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time -(hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

,7 . 6
.6 .7
.49 • .50
: 04 .'05

on COCT\CVJ

1.3 1.3
1.2 .7
.25 .25
.08 .07

34.2 31.3
1 2

Figure 11— Continued. Work Station Performance

.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 .9

.7 1.1 1.1 1.1 .7

.48 .50 .50 .52 .49

.08 .07 .05 .04 '.08
25.1 44.4 48,9 54.6 47.9

1.1 1.3 1.6 1.9 1.3
1.0 1.3 1.6 1.4 .9
.25 .24 .24 .24 .24
.07 .08 .07 .08 .08

28.0 32.1 36.6 44.4 31.5
3 4 . 5  6 7
Time Intervals

Data, Shortest Operation Time
C7\



STATION 9
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev.. 
Utilization (percent)

STATION 10
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. ■ 
Utilization (percent)

.10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10

.02 .01 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02
16.719.0 22.0

. 06 .06.07 .07 .07
.03 .03 .03 .03 .03

30,8 29.4 . 31.9 30.5 36.2 31.5 35.3
4 621

Time Intervals

Figure 11— Continued. Work Station Performance Data, Shortest Operation Time



Total Time Elapsed (hours)
Quantity Entered System (modules)
Quantity Processed through System 

' (modules) .
System Utilization (percent)
Average Time in System (hours)
Average Waiting Time in System 

(hours)
System Arrival Rate (modules per 

hour)
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
System Service Time (hours per 

module)
Service Time Std. Dev.

23.09 23.48 '21.19 22.86 19.17 20.00
105 100 98 103 102 98
100 100 100 100 100 100-

35.1 35-5 35,2 • 35.8 36.8 37.1
1.03 1.35 .96 1.76 1.19 1.13
.23 . .51 .24 .90 .40 .35

4.5 4.3 .4.6 4.5 .5.3 ' 4.9

2.3 1.7 2.4 1.9 2.3 2.7
.23 .23 .21 .23 .19 .20

.20 .18 .16 .17 .15 .17
1 2  3 4 5 6

Time Intervals .

18.37 
' 95 
100

37.3
1.03
.29

5,

2.5
.18

.14

7

Figure 12. System Performance Data, Least Remaining Repair Time
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The data show that 3 over the seven time intervals, the sys
tem kept pace with the arrival rate of units.' During this
time period, 701 units entered the system and 700 Were com
pleted. Only one unit remained in the system at the end of
the final time interval of the simulation run.

Utilization of the repair system fluctuated between
35.1 percent and 37*3 percent during the simulation. This 
low utilization indicates that the system has greater capac
ity than the expected demand.

The data from the Work Station Performance Data re
ports, shown in Figure 13, reveal where in the repair system 
there is unused capacity. All stations, except 4 and 6, 
have low utilizations even though they totally depleted 
their queues during the simulation run. ’ The utilization for 
station 6 was in the 50 percent to 60 percent range. Al
though this is higher than the utilization figures for the 
other stations, except station 4, it still reflects a com
fortable margin in capacity relative to demand.■ The utili
zation figures for station 4, however, ranged between 71 
percent and 89 percent. Although there is excess capacity 
in the system as a whole, station 4 could become a bottle
neck as a result of an increase in the production rate of ' 
the assembly system or a decrease in yields. . Station 4 is 
required in 52 percent of the possible rework sequences and



STATION 1
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) .6

Arrival Rate Std. Dev. .7
Service Time (hours per module) .40
Service Time Std. .Dev. • .06
Utilization (percent) 26.3

STATION 2 ■
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) .8
Arrival Rate Std. Dev. .8
Service Time (hours per module) .22
Service Time Std. Dev. .04
Utilization (percent) 18.5

' 1

Figure 13• Work Station Performance

6 .4 .5 .8 .7 .3
7 .7 .7 1.2 • 7 ,5
41 .38 .40 .41 .40 .41
07 .07 ' .06 .04 . 06 .05
2 16.2 19.3 32.1 27.7 13.4

.8 .8 1.1 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

.8 .9 . 1.3 1.3 1.1 1.2 .9

.22 .22 .22 .21 ■ .25 . .22 .23

.04 .05 .05 .04 .05 .04 . 06
18.5 17.7 23-7 21.5 30.8 29.7 39-6

2 3 4 5 6 7
Time Intervals

Data, Least Remaining Repair Time
•<!H



STATION 3
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev. • •
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

STATION 4
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

1.8
1.3
.15

1.9
.9
.15

.04 .03
26.3 . 28.5

1.7 1.6
1.3 1.5
.40 .52
.17 .21

62.4 87.1

Figure 13— Continued. Work Station Performance

1.8 1.5 ' 2.0 2.2 1.6
1.5 1.2 1.2 1.5 1.3
.15 .15 .15 .15 .16
.03 .03 . .03 .03 .03

28.3 22.4 30.7 32.7 25.7

1.4 1.9 1.8 1.7 . 1.5
1.2 1.7 1.3 1.4 1.5
.47 .48 .44 .42 . .44
.20 .21 .20 .21 .19

70.9 88.2 71.1 72.1 74.3
3 4 5 6 7
Time Intervals

Data, Least Remaining Repair Time
IV)



STATION 5
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

STATION 6
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

.24 .26 . 26.23

.08 .08 .09 .0
31.0 43.245.7 34.0 41.5

.36 .36.35
.08 12 .09 .09 10

53.2 56.0 60.8 61.2 67.0 41.8 63.6
4 621

Time Intervals

Figure 13— Continued. Work Station Performance Data, Least Remaining Repair Time



STATION 7
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) .7 .6 .5 1.0 1.0 1.0 .9
Arrival Rate Std. Dev. -5 .7 .7 .9 1.0 ■ 1.1 .8
Service Time (hours per module) .49 .50 .48 • 51 .49 .52 .49
Service Time Std. Dev. .04 .05 .08 .06 .06 .04 .08
Utilization (percent) 36.2 29-9 25.1 44.5- 48.8 54.6 47.9

COo 1—1Si

Arrival Rate (modules per. hour) 1.3 1.3 1.1 1.3 1.6 1.9 1.3
Arrival Rate Std. Dev. 1.2 .6 .9 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
Service Time (hours per module). .25 .25 .25 .25 .23 .24 .24
Service Time Std. Dev. .08 .07 .07 .08 .07 .08 .08
Utilization (percent) 34.1 31.4 28.0 31.1 37-9 43.1 33.0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Time Intervals

■Figure 13— Continued. Work Station Performance Data, Least- Remaining Repair Time



STATION 9
Arrival Rate (modules per hour)
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std.- Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

STATION 10
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

1.7 1.8
1.3 1.0
.10 .10
.02 .01

17.3 18.3

4.3
1.6
.07
.03

30.6

4.3
1.3 
.07 
.03

29-5

Figure 13— Continued. Work Station Performance

1.9 1.5 2.0 2.2 1.7
1.1 .9 1.2 1.4 1.0
.10 .10 .10 ■ .10 .10
.02 .02 .02 .02 .02

19.2 14.6 19-7 22.0 . 16.7

4.8 4.3 5.2 5.0 5.4
1.8 . 1.6 1.8 2.1 1.5
.07 .07 .07 ' .06 .06
.03 .03 .03 .03 .03

31.9 30.6 36.0 31.5 . 35.3
3 4 5 6 7
Time Intervals

Data, Least Remaining Repair Time
U1
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generally has the highest service times of any of the repair 
operations.

Strategy No..3— First In First 
Priority Throughout System

As a defective unit enters the repair system, it is 
assigned a priority number. Lower numbers correlate with 
higher priority, and the numbers are assigned sequentially 
with no numbers being repeated. When a repair station be
comes available, its queue is searched for the unit with the 
highest priority, or lowest priority number.. This unit is- 
then assigned to the station for further processing. The 
computer program listing in Appendix C contains this algo
rithm.

The system performance data for this decision rule, 
shown in Figure 14, again reflect the system's excess of 
capacity over demand. The system completed all units, ex
cept the last one to enter the system, during the simulation 
run. It accomplished this with a utilization of approxi
mately 36 percent. The average time in the system was 1.22 
hours, of which only' 0.43 hours were waiting time.

The work station performance data in Figure 15 in
dicate that station 4 presents a potential bottleneck condi
tion. Utilization' approaches. 90 percent in two of the seven 
time intervals and is in the 64 percent to 75 percent range



Total Time Elapsed (hours)
Quantity Entered System (modules)
Quantity Processed through System 

(modules)
System Utilization (percent)
Average Time in System (hours)
Average Waiting Time in System 

(hours)
System Arrival Rate (modules per 

hour)
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
System Service Time (hours per 

module)
Service Time Std. Dev.

23.58 22.98 2,1.19
106 99 98
100 100 100

22.73 19.57 19.73 
103 104 96
100 100 100

35.8 36.9 37.1
1.75 1.20 - 1.15
.89 .41* .39

4.5 5.3 4.9

1.9 ' 2.4 2.6
.23 .20 .20

35.0 • 35.6 35.2
1.06 1.39 .96
.25 .55 .24

4.5 4.3 4.6

2.3 1.7 . 2.4
.24 .23 .21

.19 .15
1 2

.16 .17 .15 .17
3 4 5 6
Time Intervals

18.37
95

100

37.3
1.00
.26

5.2

2.5
.18

.13
7

Figure 14. System Performance Data, First in First Priority Throughout System



STATION 1
Arrival Rate (modules per hour)
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent) .

STATION 2
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

.7 .6 .4 .5 .8 . 7 .3

.7 .7 .7 .7 1.2 .7 .5

.40 .41 ' .38 .40 .41 .39 .41

. 06 .07 .07 . 06 io4 . 06 .05

.8 26.8 16.2 19.4 33.5 26.0 13.4

.8 ' .8 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.3 1 .6

.8 .9 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.2 .9

.22 .22 .22 .21 .25 .22 .23

.04 .05 .05 .04 .05 .04 .06
18.1 18.1 23-7 21.6 30.1 30.1 39.6

1 . 2 .3 4 5 6 7
Time Intervals

Figure 15. Work Station Performance Data, First In
First Priority Throughout System



STATION 3
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
. Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

STATION 4
Arrival RAte (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

25.8 29.1 28.3 22.5 31.0

.17 .21 • .21 .21 • .20 .20 .19 
64.1 87.6 69.1 88.7 73-5 69.3 74.3

Time Intervals

Figure 15— Continued. Work Station Performance Data, First In
First Priority Throughout System



STATION 5
Arrival Rate (modules per hour)
Arrival Rate Std. Dev,
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

STATION 6
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

1.9 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.7
1.1 1.1 1.2 "l.O 1.5
.24 .23 .26 .25 ' .23
.08 .09 .08 .09 .09

45.8 34.6 . 40.5 43.2 39.0

1.6 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.4 1.9
.9 1.0 1.5 1.3 ' 1.3 1.1 1.3

. ..35 .33 .36 .34 .36 .30 .34
.08 .12 .09 .08 .09 .10 .09

55.2 54.1 60.8 ' 61.5 67.7 40.4 63.6
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Time Intervals

1.4 1.7
1.1 .9
.23 .26
.09 .07

32.0 43.2

Figure 15— Continued. Work Station Performance Data, First In
First Priority Throughout System



STATION 7
Arrival Rate (modules per hour)
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

STATION 8
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

.7 .6 .5 1.0 1.0 1.0 .9

.4 .7 .7 1.1 1.1 1.1 % 8

.49 .50 .48 .51 .50 .52 .49

.04 " .05 .08 .06 .06 .04 .08
35.4 30.6 25.1 44.6 51.0 52.5 47.9

1.4 1.3 1.1 1.3 1.6 1.8 .1.3
1.1 .8 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.0
.26 .24 .25 .25 .23 .24 .24
.08- .07 .07 .08 .07 .08 .08

32.7 32.8 28.0 31.3 35.5 46.6 31.5
1 2 3 .  4 5 6 7

Time Intervals

Figure 15— Continued. Work Station Performance Data, First In
First Priority Throughout System



■ STATION 9.
Arrival Rate (modules per hour)
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

STATION 10 .
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

10.10 .10 .10 .10 .10
.02 01 .02 .02 . 02 .02

16.4 19.1 19.2 14.7

. 06.07.07 .07
.03 .03 .03 .03 .03

30.3 29.8 31.9 30.8 35.4 31,8 35.3
4 621

Time Intervals

Figure 15— Continued. Work Station Performance Data, First In
First Priority Throughout System
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in the other intervals, All other stations reflect a sub
stantial margin of capacity over expected demand.

Strategy No. 4— Longest Remaining 
Repair Time Assignment

When a repair station becomes available, its queue 
is searched for the unit requiring the-most work to complete 
it through the system. This unit is then assigned to the 
station for further processing. Appendix E.shows a computer 
listing of this algorithm.

The system performance data and work station per
formance data, shown-in Figure 16 and Figure 17 respectively, 
do not differ significantly from similar data of the other 
three decision rules. There appears to be excess capacity 
in the repair system as a whole, as is indicated by the low 
utilization figures over the seven time intervals. Also, 
the weakest link in the system is repair station 4, the ac
tive die bonder. • Its utilization approaches 90 percent.
Under increased demand to the repair system, it may become

' . . a restriction or bottleneck.

Results of Comparative Analysis
Because of the excess capacity of the repair system 

relative to the demand, all four of the decision rules pro
vided similar results. Under all four strategies, the sys
tem was able to complete all units with very little waiting



Total Time Elapsed (hours)
- Quantity Entered System (modules)
Quantity Processed through System 

(modules)
System Utilization (percent)
Average Time in System (hours)
Average Waiting Time in System 

(hours)
System Arrival Rate (modules per 

hour) '
Arrival Rate Std. Dev. .
System Service Time (hours per 

module)
Service Time Std. Dev.

35.0 35.5 35.2 35.8 36.8
1.06 1.61

Time Intervals

Figure 16. System Performance Data, Longest Remaining Repair Time



STATION 1
Arrival Rate (module's. per hour)
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

STATION 2
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

.7 .6 .4 .5 .8 •7 .3

.7 .7 .7 .7 1.2 -7 .5

.40 .41 .38 . 40 .41 .39 .41

. 06 ' .07 .07 . 06 .04 .06 .05

.7 26.6 16.3 19.3 33.9 25.8 ■ 13.4

.8 .8 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.6

.8 .9 1.3 1.3 ■ 1.1 . 1.2 .9

.22 .22 .22 .21 ,25 .22 • .23

.04 .05 .05 .04 ■ .05 .04 .06
18.0 18.0 24.0 21.6 30.5 29.9 39.6

1 2 3 4 5- 6 7
Time Intervals

Figure 17.■ Work Station Performance Data, Longest Remaining Repair Time



STATION 3
Arrival Rate (modules per hour)
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

STATION 4
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

Figure 17— Continued. Work Station

1.7 1.9 1.8 1.5 2.1 2.1 1.6
.1.3 .9 1.5 1.2 1.2 , 1.5 1.3
.15 .15 .15 . .15 .15 .15 .16
.04 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03

25.7 29.6 27.9 22.4 30.4 32.9 25.7

1.8 1.5 1.4 ■ 1.9 . 1.8 ' 1.7 1.5
1.3 1.5 1.2 1.7 ' 1.4 , 1.4 1.5
.43 .50 .46 .48 .44 .42 .44
.1 8 , .21 .21 .21 .20 .20 .19

65.6 . 84.5 70.7 88.4 70.8 72.2 74.3
1 ™ 2 3 4 — 5 ' .6... 7

Time Intervals 

Performance Data, Longest Remaining Repair Time
OOOX



STATION 5
Arrival Rate (modules per hour)
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

STATION 6
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

Figure 17— Continued. Work Station

1.9 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.7 . 1.4 1.7
1.0 1.0 1.2 1.5 1.4 1.1 .9
.24 .22 .26 .25 .23 .23 .26
.08 .09 .08 .09 .09 .09 .07

46.3 34.4 40.1 43.5 , 39.7 31.1 43.2

1.6 1.7 1.6 1.8 1.9 1.3 1.9
.9 1.2 1.5 1.1 1.4 1.0 1.3
.35 .33 .35 .34 .35 .30 .34
.08 ■ .12 ".09 ' .08 .09 .10 .09

56.2 54.5 59.1 61.3 67.5 41.0 63.6
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Time Intervals 

Performance Data, Longest Remaining Repair Time
00



STATION 7
Arrival Rate (modules per hour)
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

STATION 8
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. . 
Utilization (percent)

.7 . 6 .5 1.0 1.0 1.0 • 9

.6 .7 .8 . 1.0 1.1 1.1 .8

.49 .50 .48 .50 .50 .52 .49

.04 .05 .08 .07 .05 .04 .08

.3 30.4 25.4 44.2 49.0 55.0 47.9

.2 1.3 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 1.3
..2 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.1

.25 .25 .24 ' . 24 .23 .24 .24

. 08 . .07 .07 .08 .07 .08 .08
'.7 33.9 28.9 32.0 37-5 43.8 31.5
1 2 3

Time
4 5 

Intervals
6 . • 7

Figure 17— Continued. Work Station Performance Data, Longest Remaining Repair Time



STATION 9
' Arrival Rate (modules per hour)
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

STATION 10
Arrival Rate (modules per hour) 
Arrival Rate Std. Dev.
Service Time (hours per module) 
Service Time Std. Dev. 
Utilization (percent)

1.6 1.9 1.9 1.5 2.0 2.2
1.4 1.2 1.3 ' 1-0 . 1.3 1.3
.10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10
.02 .01 .02 .02 .02 .01

1.7
1.0
.10
.02

16.0 19.4 19.4 15.1 19.4 21.7 . 16.7

4.2 4.4 . 4.8 4.3 5.2 5.0 5.4
. l'8 1.6 2.2 1.7 1.5 2.0 1.7

.07 -07 .07 .07 .07 .06 • .06

.03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03
30.4 29.7 31.9 30.3 35.9 31.9 35.3

3 4 . 5
Time Intervals

6 7

Figure 17— Continued. Work Station Performance Data, Longest Remaining Repair Time



time. However3 in terms of the measurement criteria, the 
shortest operation time rule yielded the best results.

The first .criterion is highest throughput ratio.
This ratio is approximately 1.0 for all four strategies, 
which indicates that the system delivered completed units as 
fast as defective units entered it. Due to the excess of 
capacity over demand, the ratio is misleading. Analysis of 
the work station performance data revealed that the system 
could have adjusted its service rate upward to compensate 
for an increased arrival rate. To determine the level of 
production at which the first bottleneck condition occurs, 
or when the arrival rate first exceeds the service rate, 
further simulation at higher arrival rates is necessary. 
Therefore, in terms of the first measurement criterion, no 
conclusion can be made concerning which of the. four strate
gies is best for the subject system and expected demand.

The second criterion is lowest average waiting time 
in the system. Because of the excess capacity relative to 
demand, there was little waiting time with any of the strat
egies. However, the shortest operation.time rule yielded 
the lowest average waiting time. These times are as follows

Hours per unit
Shortest Operation Time .0.36
Least Remaining Repair Time 0.42
First In First Priority 0.43
Longest Remaining Repair Time 0.49
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Conway (1965, pp. 123-130), In a similar experiment, discov
ered. similar results. The job shop system he simulated con
tained nine unique machines and was similar in many respects' 
to the system simulated- in this paper. He tested approxi
mately twelve dispatching rules, and among these were the 
four rules tested here. The relative performances of the 
four rules, in terms of waiting time in the shop, were the 
same in both experiments.

In addition to determining which strategy was best 
according to the measurement criteria, simulation revealed 
some interesting aspects of the system design. The work 
station performance data revealed that repair station 4, ac
tive die bonding, is likely to become the first bottleneck 
under increased demand on the system. Station 6, wire bond
ing, may become the second bottleneck, although at the pres
ent demand level there is still a comfortable margin of 
capacity. Simulation also revealed that, at the expected 
demand, units will be returned quickly from the repair sys
tem to their production lots on the assembly line. For the 
shortest operation time strategy, the total time in the re
pair system averaged approximately 1.15 hours per unit.

• There are other simulation experiments which can be 
performed with this system. For example, station 6— wire 
bonding— generally appears with one or both of the die bond
ing operations, stations 3 and 4. By coupling station 6
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with station 3 or 4, one queue can be eliminated from the 
system. Simulation can be used to evaluate this system de
sign change at one or several levels of demand.

. Another system design change proposal which can be 
evaluated through the use of simulation is the elimination 
of stations 8 and 10— intermediate and final inspect--from 
the system. These inspections can be performed as the re
pairs are made by the repair technicians. This action may 
reduce the time in the system for defective units and sub
sequently increase the system service rate.

Simulation of the repair system at the expected de
mand level revealed that the system has ample capacity to 
satisfy this demand. Also, although the shortest operation 
time rule yielded the lowest average waiting time, there was 
little waiting time with any of the four strategies because 
of the excessive capacity of the system. To learn more of 
the repair system's capability and performance under the 
four strategies, it was simulated at two demand levels, both 
greater than the expected demand. These levels were 125 
percent of expected demand and 16? percent of expected" 
demand.

Simulating at these two higher levels of demand re
vealed that the system's capacity lies somewhere between 125 
percent and 167 percent of expected demand. At the 125 per
cent level, all four.strategies yielded a throughput ratio



of approximately 1.0. Also,•after- seven time intervals, 
only three units remained in the system. The implications 
of these results are the same as the results of the original 
simulations at the expected demand level. The system is 
operating below capacity and is completing units as fast as 
units enter the system. Simulating at 167 percent of ex
pected demand, however, revealed that, the demand had 
exceeded the system capacity. Throughput ratios for all 
four strategies were less than 1.0, and the number of units 
in the system after seven time intervals varied from 44 to 
86.

The shortest operation time rule had the lowest 
average waiting time at both of the higher demand levels.
The order in which the four strategies performed against 
this measurement criterio'n was the same as at the expected 
demand level.

Simulation at the expected demand level revealed 
that, station 4, active die bonding, could become a bottle
neck at some higher level of demand. Simulation at 167 per
cent of expected demand showed this to be true. After the 
first time interval of simulation, the utilization of sta
tion 4 was constantly 98 to 100 percent for all four strate
gies. Also, the Status of Defective Units in System, report 
showed that most of the. units still in the system at the end 
of each time interval were in queue at station 4. The



utilization of the other repair stations was consistently 
near 60 percent 3 except for station 6, which remained ap
proximately 85 percent. These results indicate that the 
capacity of the repair system can be increased by relieving 
the bottleneck at station 4. This can be accomplished by 
increasing the capacity of station 4 by adding another die 
bonding machine, or by improving the die bonding process on 
the assembly line.

The shortest .operation time rule yielded the high
est throughput ratio of the four strategies at the l6'7 per
cent demand level. These ratios are as follows:

‘ Throughput Ratio
Shortest Operation Time 0.94
Least Remaining Repair Time . 0.93
First In First Priority 0.90
Longest Remaining Repair Time 0.88

Because of the bottleneck at station 4, these ratios all are 
less than 1.0.

The shortest operation time rule yielded the best 
performance of the four rules tested, in terms of the mea
surement criteria. Simulation at the 167 percent demand 
level, however, did reveal a weakness in this rule. The 
Status of Defective Units in. System report at time interval 
7 showed that, of the 44 units still in the system, 28 units 
had entered the system prior to time interval 7• Of the 28 
units, 17 units had entered the system during time intervals
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1, 2, and 3> and had been in the system for more than 50 
working hours. This indicates that, with the shortest oper
ation time rule, units with long operation times are becom
ing stranded at some point in the system, while units with 
shorter operation times are receiving higher priorities. 
There are two alternative approaches to counteract the 
stranding of units in the system. One approach is to peri
odically alternate the shortest operation time rule with the 
longest operation time rule. The second approach is to use 
a modified shortest operation time rule, such as the short
est - operation time rule with a time limit that units may 
remain in a queue. Further simulation would be required to 
predict the performance of the repair system under these two 
alternative strategies.



CHAPTER 7

. CONCLUSION

The repair system analyzed in this thesis has char
acteristics of both a job shop and a flow shop. Like the 
job shop, it is composed of a variety of machines, and the 
products of the system require many different combinations 
and sequences of machines for processing. Like the flow 
shop, the general flow sequence through the system is basi
cally the same for all the products. The operation times 
vary according to the machines and products. The tradi- . 
tional job shop problem has involved the testing of various 
dispatching rules to determine which is most effective for 
the specific system. A reason is that work queues are prob
ably the easiest aspect of the job shop to control. The 
analyses performed in this thesis are like the traditional 
job shop studies, as they also involve the testing of dis
patching rules.

The simulation program used in this thesis was 
written specifically for this application. There are sev
eral variations which can be made to this basic program to 
expend its capability. For example, a cost model can be de
signed which will measure repair cost in terms of both labor

96
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and material, and it can be included in this program. Simu
lating system design change proposals to determine their 
impact on system effectiveness can also be accomplished by 
making variations within the program. By changing the work 
assignment algorithm in the program, other dispatching rules, 
such as first come-first serve at a station, can be evalu
ated with this specific system. Finally, the program is 
useful for manpower and capacity planning in a job shop en
vironment.

The specific mission of the repair system analyzed 
in this thesis is somewhat unique. Nevertheless, one must 
not assume that the material presented here is not appli
cable to a different system. There is much to be learned 
from examples of other systems which are similar in struc
ture. This paper has shown how this system is similar to a 
job shop, and how many of the assumptions made during model 
development are applicable to both this system and the job 
shop. The semiconductor wafer processing line is another 
system to which the material presented here is applicable. 
This production system is composed of a series of machines, 
processes, and manual operations in some general sequence. ■ 
The various products of this system require different se
quences of operations and different operation times. Inputs 
to the system are orders released by a production scheduler, 
and outputs are finished products for customers or
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distribution centers. Material flows through the system.in 
batches which must wait in queue at every station. This 
system, is similar in structure to the system modeled in this 
thesis. Simulation studies to increase the throughput of 
the system by varying the dispatching strategies can be per
formed as in this thesis. In fact, the same basic program 
can be modified to serve this purpose.

The topic of this thesis has been simulation and its 
use in a specific industrial management application. It was 
not intended to be a study of the merits of dispatching‘ 
rules in a job shop, although this has been accomplished in 
a small degree with the subject system. The author has in
tended to demonstrate the development process of a computer 
simulation model and the use of the model for a specific 
purpose in a specific situation.



.APPENDIX A

COMPUTER PROGRAM PLOW DIAGRAM

This flow diagram illustrates the logic of the com
puter simulation program. Definitions of the abbreviations 
which appear in the flow diagram are as follows:

EP Entry ;point
ET Event time
ROD Rework completion data
SDUS Status of defective units in the system
SEQ Rework sequence
SPD System performance data
STA Repair station
SYS Repair system
WSPD Work station performance data
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APPENDIX B 

DEFINITIONS OF FORTRAN VARIABLES

The following variable names are used throughout the 
computer simulation program: •

ACOMP(x) Event times for assembly subsystem .
AHR Number of whole hours elapsed in a time interval
ARRV Arrival rate of defective units into the repair

system
ARRVS ' Arrival rate of defective units into a repair

station
ASM(x) Yield matrix (reference Figure 4)
ASY • Operation time for an entry point in the assem

bly subsystem .
AVTSYSC Average time in the repair system for completed

units
AVWT Average waiting time in the repair system for

completed units
BHR Number of whole hours elapsed in a simulation

run
CCUMT Cumulative time in work for completed units
CTIME Clock time, in hours, since beginning of simu

lation
CUMT(x) Cumulative time that repair station "x" is in

use
CUMTC Cumulative time in work for completed units
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CUMTS

ETIME

EVENT(x) 
HR

ICOMPL

ID(x)

IDEE
IDORD(x,y) 

IHR

IPARTS .

ISEQ'
IXCOMPL

JCOMPL

JHR

JPARTS

KTI
MCOMPL

MPARTS
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Cumulative time that all.repair stations are in 
use
Clock time, in hours, that the unit just com
pleted had entered repair system
Event time ,
Number of whole hours elapsed in a simulation 
run
Quantity of defective units processed completely 
through repair system
Identification number of a unit in the repair 
subsystem
A defective unit number
Sequential ordering of unit identification 
numbers
Number of whole hours elapsed in a simulation 
run

t ‘
Quantity of defective units which have entered 
the repair system
Rework sequence number
Number of completions at the end of a time 
interval
Quantity of rework completions in a time 
interval
Number of whole hours elapsed in a simulation 
run
Quantity of defective units which have entered 
the repair system in a time interval
Time interval number
Quantity of defective units processed completely 
through repair system .
Quantity of defective units which have entered 
the repair system
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NPARTS

NT1 - 
NTRY(x)■ 
PARTS

QTYR(x)

QTYS(x)

RASIGMA

RCOMP(x,y) 
RSSIGMA

RWK(x,y,z)

RWKSEQ(x)

SASIGMA

SEQ

SEQl(x,y)

Maximum quantity of defective units which can 
enter the repair system during any simulation 
run
Time Interval number
Entry point number of defective unit "x"
Quantity of defective units processed completely 
through repair system in a time interval
Total quantity of defective units which have re
quired service in repair station "x"
Total quantity of defective units which have 
been processed through repair station "x"
Arrival rate standard deviation of a repair 
station
Event times for repair subsystem
Service time standard deviation of a repair 
station
Array containing information necessary for pro
cessing defective units through the repair 
system
x = location of defective unit number
y = repair station number
z = 1: rework sequence
z = 2: operation time for a defective unit in

a repair station 
z = 3: rework sequence
Rework sequence for a completed defective unit 
x = "a repair station in the rework sequence
Arrival rate standard deviation of the repair 
system.
Random number to be transformed into a rework 
sequence number
Set of rework sequences associated with Entry 
Point 1
x = rework sequence number
y = repair station number



SEQ2(x,y)

SEQ3(x,y)

SEQ4(x )

SEQ5(x,y)

SEQ6(x5y)

SEQ7(x j  y)

SEQ8(x )
SERVE
SSERV
SSSXGMA

STA(x)

STD(xiysz)

STUT
SYSUT
TESYS(x)

THRS

TIDLE ■

TIME
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Set of rework sequences associated with Entry 
Point 2
Set of rework sequences associated with Entry 
Point 3
Rework sequence associated with Entry Point 4 
x = repair station number
Set of rework sequences associated with Entry 
Point 5
Set of rework sequences associated with Entry 
Point 6
Set of rework sequences associated with Entry 
Point 7
Rework sequence associated with Entry Point 8
Service time of a repair station
Service time of the repair system
Service time standard deviation of the repair 
system
Status (available or in use) of repair station 
"x"
Service time matrix (reference Figure 6) 
x = entry point,number 
y = repair station number 
z =1: mean value of operation time
z = 2: standard deviation of operation time
Utilization, in percent, of a repair station
System utilization, in percent
Clock time that a defective unit entered the 
repair system
Simulation time elapsed in a time interval, in 
hours
Total time that a repair station is idle during 
a time interval
Clock time since the start of the simulation



TLINE

TPARTS

TSTD
TSYS(x)

TSYSC

TSYSCO

TSYSHR

TUSE

WKREM(x) " 

X
XCUMT(x)

XQTYR(x)

XQTYS(x)

XTESYS(x)

XTIME
YCUMT(x)

YLD

106
Total time waiting in line expended by a com
pleted unit
Quantity of defective units which have entered 
the repair system in a time interval
Total time being repaired for a completed unit
Total time in.the repair system for completed 
unit
Total time in the repair system for all com
pleted units
Total time in the repair system for completed 
units
Total time5 in hours, in the repair system for 
a completed unit
Total time during simulation that a repair sta
tion is being used
Remaining repair time required to complete a - 
defective unit
Number of normal deviates
Cumulative time that repair station "x" is in 
use during a time interval
Quantity of defective units requiring service 
in repair station "x" in a time interval
Quantity of defective units processed through 
repair station "x" in a time interval
Clock time, in hours, that a defective unit 
entered the repair system
Time elapsed in a time interval, in minutes
Cumulative time that repair station "x11 is in 
use -
Random number to be compared to a yield value in 
the yield matrix for determining if a unit is 
defective



YQTYR(x).

YQTYS(x)

YTIME
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Quantity of defective units which have required 
service in repair station "x"
Quantity of defective units processed through 
repair station ,!x"
Clock time since the start of the simulation



APPENDIX C

COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING

This listing of the computer simulation program con
tains the First In.First Priority scheduling algorithm.

108.



QUEUING S Y S T E M  S I M U L A T I O N
D IM EN SI ON  S E O l ( 7 » 1 0 ) # S E Q 2 ( 1 4 » 1 0 } * S E C 3  (2flO)>SEQ4(10)> A S M ( 8) 
D IMENSION S E Q 5 ( 7 , 1 0 ) , S E C 6 (7 > 1 0 ) » S E Q 7 (7,10)»S E 0 8 ( 1 0 ) # S T O (8»10$2) 
DIMENSION RWK ( 2 0 0 , 1 0 , 3 ) , ID O R D (2 0 0 , 2 ) , I C (2 0 0 1 , N T R Y (2 00)> AC OM P (8) 
D IMENSION TE S Y S ( 2 00 ) , X T E SYS!200 ), TS YS (2  00") ; WK R EM (2O0),RCOMP(lO,2) 
DIMEN SI ON  EVENT(18) ,STA(10) , QTYR (10) # XOTYM ( 10 > * YOT'YR (10 ) # QT YS (10 ) 
D IMENSION X O T Y S (10 ), Y Q T Y S (10),C U M T (10 ), X C U M T (10 ), Y C U M T (10) 
D IMENSION RVKSEQ(IO)
DIMENSION R A C ( 1 0 ) > R A H < 1 0) , R A I (10 ) , R S E ( 1 0 ) , R S F ( 1 0> , RSB <10),R S C (10) 
D IMENSION R S D ( 1 0 ) , R S G ( 1 0 ) , R S H ( 1 0 ) , R A B ( 1 0 ) , R A D ( 1 0 ) , R A J ( 1 0 ) , R A K ( 1 0 )  
DIMENSION R A E ( 1 0 ) , R A F (10),R A M (10),R A L (10),R S J ( 1 0 ) , R S K t 10) 
NPART S* 70 0  
DO 10 1=1,200
DO 10 J=l»10
DO 10 K=l,3 ,
I D C I )B0 
N T R Y (I )=0 
T E S Y S (I)s0 
X T E S Y S (I )B0 
T S Y S (I )=0 
W K R E M ( I )=0

10 R V K (I# J ,K )=0 
DO 30 M = 1.,10 
R COMPIM,1)=0  
R C O M P (M , 3)=0 
S T A C M ) = 1 
QTYR C M )»0 X0TYR (M )= 0  
Y0TYR(M)=0 
QTYS(M)=0 X O T YS <M )= 0  
Y 0TYS(H)=0 
C U M T (M )=0 • X C U M T (M ) = 0 
Y C U M T (M) = 0 
Rt/KSE Q ( M ) = 0 
RS B ( M ) = 0 
R S C (M )=0 
R S D (M ) = 0 RSGCM>=0  
RSH(M).= 0
R S K (M )=0 .
RAB C M )=0 
R AC ( M ) »0 
R A D (M )s0 
R A J (M )” 0 RAK C M ) = 0

30 C ONTINUE . -DO 32 1=1,8 
A C O M P (L )=0

32 CONTINUE ■
00 34 L = l > 18 
E V E N T (L )=0

34 CONTINUE BHR<=0
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JHR=0 .
SAB = 0 
SAC = 0 
S A D a 0 
SAJ = 0 SAK = 0 
SSB = 0 S S C B0 
SSD = 0 SSE = 0 
SSF = 0 SSJ-0 
$ S K«0 S S M = 0 KTI = 0
N T I=0 . •
IPARTS»0 T1ME=0 
I C D M P L ” 0 

. CUKTC»0 
TSYSC 0=0 
Y T I M E=0 HPART S” 0 
RCOKP L” 0 
I X C O R P l =0 
YLD«:RANF(0,1)

READ YIELDS, OPERA TI ON  TIME MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS,
AND REWORK SEQUENCES

READ 4 0 , ( A S M (I ),I ”1» 8)
40 F O R M A T (8F5 .2)

READ 5 0 , ( ( S T D ( I , J , 1 ) , J = 1 , 1 0 ) , 1=1,8)READ 5 0 , ( ( S T D ( I , J , 2 ) » J = 1 , 10),1=1,8)
50 F O R M A T (10F3)

READ 55, ( ( S E O K  I, J) , J = 1,10),I = 1,7)READ 5 5 , ( ( S E 0 2 t I , J ) , J = l , 10),1=1,14)
READ 55, ( ( SE 03 ( I,J),J = 1,10),.I = 1,2)READ 5 5 , ( S E Q 4 ( I ),1=1,10)
READ 5 5 , ( (SE05(I,J),J = 1,10),I = 1»7)
READ 5 5, (( SE C6 (I ,J ), J= 1, 10 ), I= 1, 7)
READ 5 5 , ( ( SE C ? (I , J ) 1 , 1 0) ,1 *1 , 71- 
READ 5 5 , ( S E Q 8 ( I ) , 1=1,10)

55 FORMAT!10F1)
COMPUTE INITIAL EVENT TIMES FOR ASSEMBLY S U B S Y ST EM  

DO 102 1=1,6
X * C - 2 . * A L 0 G ( R A N F ( 0 . 0 ) ) ) * * « 5 * C 0 S (6« 263*R ANF(Oo 0)) 
ASY«4.4(X*,5)EVENT(I )* TI ME +A SY  
ACOMP(I) = E V E N T ( I)

102 CONTINUE
SELECT NEXT EVENT TIME

700 IA=1
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108 IB*IA' + 1
I F ( E V E N T (IA)eGT «0)G0 TO 104 
I F d A . E Q . 17)00 TO 106 IAbJA+I GO TO 108 

104 DO 112 J=IB,18I F ( E V E N T ( J ) . E O . O ) G O  TO 112 
I F ( E V E N T ( I A ) . G E . E V E N T < J ) ) G 0  TO 114 112 CONTINUETIKEeEVENT(IA)
EVENT (I A) =0  
GO TO 116 114 I F {I A « E 0 » 17)GO TO 106 
IA»JI F <I A . E Q . 18)GO TO 106 
GO TO 108 

106 TIf'E'1 E V E N T (18 )
E V E N T (18)=0

GENERATE DEFECTIVE UNITS
116 IHR=TIME/60

I F ( IH R. EQ .J FP )G O  TO 58
S AC =( S A B 4 * 2 ) + S A C
S AD =S A B + S A DSAB«0
DO 59 1=1,10
R A C (I > ® (R A B ( I )**2)+RAC(I)
R A D d  ) = R A8 (I)*RAD(I)
R A B d  )=0 

59 CONTINUE 
JHR<=IHR 

58 DO 60 1=1,8
IF( A C O M P d  I.GT.TIMEIGO TO 60 
Y L D = R A N F ( O o )
I F ( Y L D . L T , A S N ( I ))GO TO 152 
I PARTS = IP ARTS +1 
DO 154 K = 1,200 
I F( ID (K ), EO .O )G O  TO 156 

154 CONTINUE 
156 I D ( K )* I PARTS 

$AB=SAB+1 
TESYS(K)=TINE 
NTRY(K)*1

DETER MI NE  REWORK S EQ UENCE
SEQ=RANFCO,)

. I F d . E Q . D G O  TO 90 I F ( I •EQ o2 ) GO TO 100 
I F d » E Q , 3 ) G 0  TO llO 
IF ( !'» EQ ,4 ) GO TO 120 
I F <I « EQo 5)GO T O . 130 
IF( I « EQ 06)GO TO 140 
I F d , E Q . 7 ) G 0  TO 150 
I F d o E Q « 8 ) G 0  TO 160 

90 ISEO= ( S E Q * 7 H 1



DO 170 N a 1*10 
RWK(Kj.N» 1 )= SE01(ISEQ»N)
RWK(KsNf 3)«=PWK(K»N,1)

170 CONTINUE GO TO 180 
100 ISEO=> ( S EQ*14 ) + 1 

DO 1.90 N»l,10.
R WK (K >N »1 )= S E 0 2 ( I S E O > N )R WK (K ,N »3 )= PW K( Kf N, l)

190 C ON TINUE 
GO TO 130 

110 I SE O= (S E0 *2 )* 1  
DO 200 N«=l>10 R W K C K » N , 1 ) = S F 0 3 ( I S E O , N )
R WK (K ,N ,3 )= PW K( K, N, 1)

20.0 C ON TI NU E  
GO TO 180 

120 DO 210 N * 1>10RWK (K ,N ,1 )= SE 04 (N )
RWKCK#Nii3)=PWK(K*Ni>l)210 CONTINUE 
GO TO 180 130 ISEQ=(S E0 *7 )+ 1  
DO 220 N = l f 10 
R W K ( K #N# 1) «S E Q 5 (I SE 0» N )
R WK (K ,N , 3 ) = R W K ( K , N , 1 )

220 C ON TI NU E 
GO TO 180 

140 ISEQ=(SE0*7)+1 DO 230 N=l»10 
R W K ( K f N # 1)=S EQ 6 ( ISEO,N)
R W K ( K ,N ,3 )= FW K( Kf N,  1)

230 C ON TINUE 
GO TO 180 

150 I SEO-(SE0*7)*1 
DO 240 N=1,1C 
R WK (K >N >1 )= SE Q7 (I SE O> N)
RWK (K)Nf3)=PWK(KfNiil)

240 C ON TINUE 
GO TO 180 

160 DO 250 N=l,10
R WK (K ,N ,1 )= SE QP (N )
R W K ( K ,N ,3 )e RW K( K, N, l)

250 CONTINUE
COMPUTE OPERATION TIMES

180 DO 158 J*l,10
I F C R M K C K , J , l ) . E Q . O I G O  TO 158
X ° (-2 «*ALOG(RANFt 0 . 0 ) ) ) * * . 5 * C 0 S ( 6 . 2 8 3 * R A N F (0.0)) W K R E M ( K ) = W K P E M ( K ) + S T 0 ( I , J , 1 ) + ( X * S T 0 ( I , J , 2 ) )
RWK (K » J » 2) »STD( I# J p I) ♦<X*STDM.>4#2) )158 CONTINUE
DO 270 N=l#10I F ( R W K ( K , N > 1 ) . E O . O I G O  TO 270 
Q T Y R ( N ) =Q TY P( N) *1  .R A B ( N ) « RA B( N) +1
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GO TO 152 
270 CONTINUE
. GENER AT E  NEXT EVENT TIME FOR ASSEMBLY SUBSYSTEM
152 X « ( - 2 . * A L 0 G ( R A N F ( 0 . 0 ) ))* *„ 5*C0S C6 . 2 8 3 * R A N F (0,0)) , ASY*4.+(X*.5)

DO 162 L=l,18
I F( EV E N T ( L ) . E Q . O ) G O  TO 164 

162 CONTINUE 164 E VE NT (L )« TI ME +A SY  
A CO HP(I)=EVENT(L>60 CONTINUE
I F ( I R A R TS .E 0» 0) G0  TO .700 .

CHECK FOR REWORK C OM PLETIONS
DO 510 1=1,10
IF{RCOMP( 1,1) o EQ.TIME) 5.11,510.

511 S T A (I ) = 1 Q T Y S ( I) =Q TY S( I) +1  
DO 512 0=1,200
I F ( I D ( J ) , E O . R C O M P ( 1,2)1 GO TO 514

512 CONTINUE 
514 R W K ( 0, I,1)=0

R C O M P (I,1)*0 
R C O M P {I ,2)=0
C U M T (I ) = C U H T (I )+ R W K ( 0 , 1,2)
R S A = R W K ( J , 1 ,2 ) /60 
R S C (I )= (R SA ** 2) +R SC (I )
R SD (I )= RSA+PSD(I)
RSB (I )= RS B( I) +1
I F (I « EQ «10)GO TO 530
KK = 1 +1
DO 550 N K K , 10 
I F ( R W K ( J $ M , 1 ) - 1 ) 5 50 ,540,540 

540 Q T Y R (N )= 0 T Y P {N )+1 
R A B {N)»RAB(N)+1 
GO TO 510 

550 CONTINUE 530 I CO HPl*ICOMPL+l
T S Y S ( J ) = T I K E - T E S Y S ( 0)
SS B “S S B +1
T SY SC O= TS YS CO +T SY S( J)
LY=(( ( I C 0 M P L - 1 ) / 1 0 0 H 1 ) * 1 0 0  
I F ( I C O M P L . L T , L Y ) G O  TO 527
T SY SC =TSYSCO '
T SY $C O= Q  

527 TSTDiO
DO 525 11=1,10
I F ( R W K U ,  11,3) ,EQ.0)G0 TO 525 
TSTD«TSTD + RWK(J,II,2).

525 C ON TINUE
C U M T C =C UM TC +T ST DI F( IC OM PL . L T o L Y ) G O  TO 508
CCUMT=CUMTCCUMTC ®0



508 TSTDsTSTD/60
T S Y S H R a ( T S Y S (J ) ) /60 T L I N E -T SY SH P- TS TD  CTIHEs'T IME/fcO 
E T I H E = ( T E S Y S ( J ) )/60 
IF( IC 0M P L . G T . 3 0 ) G 0  TO 59t •L Z » C ( ( ( I C O M F L - 1 )/100) +1 )* 10 0) -9 9  I F ( I C O M P L . G T . L Z ) G O  TO 545

PRINT REWORK C OM PL ET IO N  DATA
PRINT 565

565 F 0R M A T ( 1 H 1 , 5 6 X # * R E W 0 R K  COM PL ET IO N  DATA*)
K TI «KTI+1 PRINT 5 6 4 , KTI 

564 F OR M A T ! 1 H + , 8 2 X , * T I M E  I N T E R V A L * 1 X , 12)PRINT 555
555 FORMA T! 1H  , 5 X ,* CL 0C K* 31 X, *C LO CK *>PRINT 570
570 FORMAT!1H ,2X,*TIME R E W O R K * 8 X , * 0 E FE CT IVE*8X,*TI ME ENTERED* 

$8X»*TIME I N*8X,*TIME IN*8X,*TIME I N * 8 X , * E N T R Y * 9 X , * R E W O R K * ) PRINT 575
575 FORMAT!1H , 3 X > * C C M P L E T F D * 1 IX, * U N I T * 1 4 X ,* S Y S T E M * 1 1 X ,* SY STEM* 

$10X,*LINE*11X, *W0RK*10X,*P0INT*8X,*SEC)UENCE*>545 PRINT 580,CTJME, ID! J ), ETIME,TSYSHR, TLINE,TSTD.,NTRY! J)
580 FORMAT !'1H0,3X, F6 . 2» IX » *HOURS * 9 X , 13, 13X, F 6. 2 , IX , * HOURS * 6X, F6, $ 1 X , * H 0 U R S * 3 X , F 6 . 2 , 1 X , * H 0 U R S * 3 X , F 6 , 2 , 1 X , * H 0 U R S * 5 X , I D  

NN = 0
DO 585 M M = 1 , 9
I F t R W K ! J , M M , 3)-1) 585, 590, 590 590 NN«N.N + iRWKSEO!NN)=MM 

585 CONTINUE
PRINT 5 9 5 , iRWKSEO(JJ),JJ=1,NN)

595 F OR MA T! 1H *, 11 6X ,7 F2  )
597 ID!J)=0DO 592 IX = 1, 3 

DO 594 IW»1,10 
R W K !J ,I W, IX )= 0  

594 CONTINUE 
592 CONTINUE 
510 CONTINUEIF(SS B, E0 ,0 )G 0  TO 520 

S S A = ( ! T I M E - S S E ) / S S B ) / 6 0  
S SC =! SS A* *2 )* SS C S S D ^S SA +S SD SSF=SSF+1 
SSB = 0 SSE-TIME 

520 CONTINUE
ASSIGN DEFECTIVE UNITS TO OPEN STATIONS 
FIRST IN FIRST PRIORITY

DO 612 1=1,200 X D O R D !I ,1)=0 
I D O R D (1,2)=0
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612 C ON TINUE NZt>0 
HZ«0 602 MZ=MZ*1
I F (HZ•GT« 200 ) GO TO 608 
IF( IO(MZ) oEO.'O )G0 TO 602 NZ«NZ' + 1I D0 RD (N Z>1)=ID(KZ)
ID0RDCNZ$2)=HZ 
GO TO 602 

608 I F ( NZ -1 )6 14 ,6 16 ,6 18  
618 NY=NZ~1DO 604 J»1»NY JZeJ+1DO 606 K-JZ,NZ

IF( IDORD( J>1) .IT. IDORD(Kjrl) )G0 TO 606 
I Z = I D O R D ( J » 1 )I ZZ E IDORD { Jj> 2 )I DOPDtJ»1)= ID 0R D( K, 1)
I DO RD CJ »2)=ID0RD(K,2)I DORD(K#l)niZ 
I D O R D ( K » 2 ) =IZZ 

606 CONTINUE 
604 C ONTINUE 
616 DO 600 K*l>10

I F( ST A( K ) - 1 ) 6 0 0 , 6 1 0 , 6 1 0  
610 DO 640 IY=1,NZ L=ID0R0(IY»2)

I FC RH K ( L « K » 1 ) - 1 ) 6 2 0 , 6 3 0 # 630 
620 I F( IY -N Z) 6 4 0 , 6 0 0 , 6 0 0  
630 I F C K . E Q . D G O  TO 660 

KA=K-1DO 650 NA = 1,KA
IF(RWK(L,NA, 1) . E O . D G O  TO 640 

650 CONTINUE GO TO 660 
640 CONTINUE GO TO 600 
660 RCOMP (K,1)=RWK ( l , K , 2 H T I M E  RC0 MP (K ,2 )= ID 0R D( IY ,1 )

DO 682 M = 1,18
I F( EV E N T ( H ) . E Q . O ) G O  TO 684 

682 CONTINUE 684 E V E N T M )  = RCGMP(K,1)
S TA (K)»0 

600 CONTINUE
614 L Y - ( ( ( I C O H P L - l ) / 1 0 0 ) +1)*100 

IF.(ICOMPL.LT.LY)GO TO 700 
I F d C O H P L . E O . I X C O H P D G O  TO 700 
IXCOMPU*ICOHPL

PRINT SYSTEM PERFORMANCE DATA
PRINT 800

800 F O R M A T ! 1 H 1 , 5 5X, *S YS TE H  P ERFORMANCE DATA*) 
N TI =NTI+1 PRINT 564,NTI
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X T I M E =T IM E- YT IM ETHP S= XTIME/6C '
YTIHE-TIME 
PRINT 810>THRS

810 FORMAT* 1H-,41X/*T0TAL TIME EL APS ED* 20Xi> F6 0 2# IX*-i-HOURS * )J P A R T S s IP ARTS-MPARTS MPARTS'IPARTS 
PRINT 8 2 0 $ JPARTS

820 FORMAT* 1H0»A1X** QU AN TI TY  ENTERED SYSTEM.*15X* 13* IX*-i-MODULES*)' J C O M P L * IC OM PL -K CO MP L  MCOHP LE IC OMP L 
PRINT 850* JCOMPL 

850 FORMAT*1H0*41X**0UAN.TITY PROCESSED THROUGH SYSTEM*5X*
$I3*1X**MODULES*)CUMTS *0DO 860 LB 1*10
C UM TS =C UMTS*CUMT(L)

860 CONTINUESYSUT»(CUM.T5/ ( YTIME*10) )*100 
PRINT 870* SYSUT

870 F OR MA T* 1H 0, 41 X* *S YS TE M  U T I L I Z A T I 0 N * 2 1 X * F 4 . 1 * IX# ̂ PERCENT*) PARTS=JCOMPL
A VT SY SC =T SY SC /( PA RT S* 60 )
PRINT 880 * AVTSYSC 880 FORMAT*1H0,4IX,> AVERAGE TIME IN S Y S T E M * 1 7 X # F 5 „ 2 # I X * * H O U R S *)A V W T « ( T S Y S C - C C U M T ) / (PARTS*60) .
PRINT 8 90* AVWT

690 F OR MA T* 1H 0, A1 X* *A VE RA GE  WAITING TIME IN S Y S T E h * 9 X * F 5 « 2 * IX**HOURS> ) TPARTS®JPARTS 
ARRV=-(TPARTS*60) /XTIME PRINT 900* ARRV

900 F OR MA T* 1 H 0 * A 1 X * * S Y S T E M  ARRIVAL R A T E * 2 0 X * F A «1*IX**PER HOUR*)
HR*IHR AHR=HR-8HR 
SAF»SAC-SAJ 
SAGaSAD-SAKSASIGMA = SORT <((A H R * S A F )-(S A G * * 2 ))/(A H R * (A H R - 1 )))
SAJaSAC
SAK=SAD •BHR=HR
PRINT 9 0 2 * SASIGMA 

902 F OR M A T * 1 H 0 * A 1 X # * A R R I V A L  RATE STANDARD D E V I A T I 0 N A 8 X * F A ® 1 * 1 X*S*PER HOUR*)S S E R V = X T I M E / (PARTS*60)
PRINT 905* SSERV 

905 F OR MA T* 1 H 0 # A 1 X * * S Y S T E M  SERVICE T I M E * 2 I X *F A . 2*IX*
$*HOURS PER MODULE*)
SSH=SSC-SSJ SSI°S SD-SSK . SSL=S SF -S SM
S S S I G H A = S Q R T ( ( ( S S L * S S H ) - ( S S I * * 2 ) ) / ( S S L * ( S S L - l ) ))
SSJ-SSCSSK=SSD
SSM*SSFPRINT 908* SSSIGMA 

908 F O R M A T * 1 H 0 * A I X ,* SERVICE TIME STAND AR D  D E V I A T I 0 N * 9 X * F A . 2 * 1 X*
$*HOURS PER MODULE*)
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PRINT WORK STATION PERFORMANCE DATA '
PRINT 910

910 FORMAT! 1H1,53X ,<= WORK STATION P ER FO RMANCE DATA*)
PRINT 914* NTI .914 F O R MA T! 1H +, 66 X# *T IM E  I N T E R V A L * 1 X * 12)PRINT 912

912 F0RMAT(lH™*4 0 X* *S TD e* 26 X* *S TD o* )
PRINT 920

920 FORMAT!1H *7X* * S T A T I 0 N * 7 X , * A R R I V A L .R A T E * 7 X * * D E V .* 7 X ** SE RV IC E  TIME* 
$ 7X ** DE V. *7 X, *T IM E  IN U S E * 7 X i * T I M E •IDL E* 7X ** UT IL IZ AT  I O N * )DO 930 M=l*10 
X OT YR !M )= OT YR (M )- YO TY R! M)
A R R V S * ! X O T Y P ( M ) *6 0 ) /XT I ME YOTYR!M) = O T Y R (M )
R AH (M )»RAC!M)-RAJ!M)
R A H M )  = RAD(M)-RAK!H)RASIGMA = SQRT ( ( (AHR* RAHIM) )'-! R A H  M ) * * 2  ) ) / i AHR* ( A H R - 1 ) ) ) 
R A J ( M ) B RAC!M)R A K ! M )® R A D (M )
XQTYS!M)-QTYSi M)-YQTYS(M)X C U M T ( M ) EC UMT(M)-YCUMT(M)
S E R V S = X C U M T ( M ) /(X O T Y S ! M ) *60)YQT YS (M ) » QTYS ! M )
YCUMT!M)=CUMT(M) 'RSEIM )= RS C! M) -R SG (M )
R S F ! M ) = R S D ( M ) - R S N ( M )RSJ!M)= RS B( M) -R SK (M )  ■
RSSIGMA = S 0 P T 1 (< R S J (M )* R s E I M ))-(R s F (M )** 2)) /! RS J ( M )* ( R S J !M )-1))) 
•RSG!M)=RSC(M)
RSH!M)*RSD(M)R S K ! M ) s R S B !M )
T U S E = ! X C U M T ! M ) >/60 
T I D L E ° ! X T I M E - X C U M T ! M ) )X60 
S T U T » ! X C U M T ( n / X T I M E ) * 1 0 0  

• PRINT 9 40 >M #A R R V S t P A S I G M A » S E R V S  o R S S I G M A * T U S E $T 1D L E »STUT 
940 F O R M A T ! 1 H 0 , 9 X » 1 2, 9 X * F 4 . 1* 1X»*PER H 0 U R * 6 X , F 4 .1,4 X ,F 4 . 2 ,IX ,S*HOURS PER M O D U L E * 2 X $ F 4 , 2 , 7 X , F 6 . 2 , I X , * H O U R S * 5 X , F 6 » 2, IX,*HOURS*5X, ' 

S F4.1,1X,*PEPCENT*)
930 CONTINUE
PRINT STATUS OF DEFEC TI VE  UNITS IN SYS TE M

PRINT 950 '
950 FORMA T! 1H 1, 50 X, *S TA TU S  OF D EFECTIVE UNITS IN SYSTEM*)PRINT 9 52 , NTI 952 F O R M A T ! 1H+, 6 9 X ,*TIME I N T E R V A L * 1 X , 12>

PRINT 960
960 F OR MA T! 1H -, 11 X, *D EF EC TI VE  U N I T * 1 1X,*RE WO RK  S E O U E N C E * 1 1 X,

$*LOCAT ION*11X, * ENTRY P O I N T * 1 I X ,*TIME ENTERED SYSTEM*)
DO 970 LL-1,200 
I F I ID iL L) .E O. OI GC  TO 970 
X TESYS(LL )= (T ES YS  i ll ) )Z60 LA=0
DO 980 16*1,9 '
IF I R W K ! 1 1, 16 ,3)^1>9 80,990,990



990 LA=LA+1R WKSEQ( LA )= LB  
980 CONTINUE

PRINT 995>( RW KS E0 (L C) #L C= 1» LA )
995 F O R K A T (1H0>37X,7F2)

DO 955 L D = 1 ; 10I F < R W K ( I U L D j>1) o E Q . l H O  TO 915 
955 CONTINUE 
915 PRINT 9 3 5 , LD 935 F O R M A T ! 1 H + , 6 5 X , 12)

PRINT 9 4 5 , ID(LL),NTRY (L L) eX TE SY S( LL )
945 F O R M A T ! 1 H + , 1 6 X , 1 3, 6 7 X , I I , 2 I X , F 6 »2,I X , * H O U R S * ) 970 CONTINUE

I F d C O M P L e L T . N P A R T S  )G0 TO 700STOP
END



APPENDIX D

SAMPLE OUTPUT REPORTS
O
The reports on the following pages are samples of 

the output reports generated by the computer program. The 
Rework Completion Data partial report contains data on the 
first 23 units to be completed through the repair system in 
time interval 1. A complete report contains data on all 
units completed through the system during all time intervals 
of the simulation run. The System Performance Data, Work 
Station Performance Data, and Status of Defective Units in 
System partial reports contain data accumulated during the 
first time interval of the simulation run. A complete set - 
of these, reports contain data accumulated during all time 
intervals of the simulation run.
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CLOCK 
TIME REWORK 
COMPLETED

.90 HOURS

1.61 HOURS

1.63 HOURS

1.74 HOURS 

2.04 HOURS 

2.54 HOURS 
2.67 HOURS 

2.86 HOURS 

3.31 HOURS

3.34 HOURS 

4.28 HOURS

4.34 HOURS

4.50 HOURS
4.74 HOURS 

4.84 HOURS

5.03 HOURS 

. 5.22 HOURS

5.44 HOURS

5.51 HOURS 

5.80 HOURS
,5.96 HOURS

6.04 HOURS 

6.39 HOURS

CLOCK 
TIME ENTERED 

SYSTEM

.21 HOURS

.34 HOURS

1.33 HOURS

1.40 HOURS

1.71 HOURS

2.15 HOURS
1.64 HOURS
1.66 HOURS

1.56 HOURS

3.05 HOURS

3.14 HOURS 

. 2.93 HOURS

4.01 HOURS

4.43 HOURS 

.3.77 HOURS

4.44 HOURS

4.15 HOURS 

4.57- HOURS

3.95 HOURS

4.96 HOURS 

4.98 HOURS 
5.78 HOURS 

5.54 HOURS

DEFECTIVE
UNIT

1
2

3

4

8

9
6
7

5

U
12
10
15
17

13

18

16

19

14

20 '

21
24

23

REWORK COMPLETION DATA TIME I N T E R V A L  I

TIME IN TIME IN . TIME IN. ENTRY REWORK
SYSTEM LINE . WORK POINT SEQUENCE

.77 HOURS .00 HOURS .76 HOURS 2 - 4 5
1.27 HOURS -.00 HOURS 1.27 HOURS 2 5 6 7
.30 HOURS .04 HOURS .26 HOURS 4 2 -
.34 HOURS -.00 HOURS .34 HOURS 1 5
.33 HOURS .12 HOURS .22 HOURS' 3 3 9

.38 HOURS -.00 HOURS .38 HOURS 4 2
1.03- HOURS -.00 HOURS 1.03 HOURS 3 3 7 8 9
1.21 HOURS .46 HOURS- .74 HOURS 5 3 5 8 9
1.75 HOURS -.00 HOURS 1.75 HOURS 2 4 5 6 7
.29 HOURS s-.OO HOURS .29 HOURS" 3 3 9

1.13 HOURS -.00 HOURS 1.13 HOURS' 2 5 6 7
1.41 HOURS -.00 HOURS 1.41 HOURS * 6 1 3 4 5
.49 HOURS .10 HOURS .39 HOURS 2 5
.31 HOURS -.00 HOURS .31 HOURS 4 2

1.08 HOURS .02 HbURS 1.05 HOURS 5 3 5 6 8
.59 HOURS .26 HOURS .33 HOURS 8 2

1.06 HOURS .11 HOURS .95 HOURS 5 3 5 8 9
.88 HOURS .07 HOURS .81 HOURS ' 1 5 6

1.55 HOURS .30 HOURS 1.26 HOURS 7 1 3  4 5
.84 HOURS -.00 HOURS .84 HOURS 3 3 7 8 9
.98 HOURS .09 HOURS .89 HOURS 1 5 6
.25 HOURS -.00 HOURS .25 HOURS 8 2
.85 HOURS .31 HOURS .54 HOURS 2 6
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SYSTEM PERFORMANCE DATA

TOTAL TIME ELAPSED

QUANTITY ENTERED SYSTEM

QUANTITY PROCESSED THROUGH SYSTEM

SYSTEM U T I L I Z A T I O N

AVERAGE TI ME IN SYSTEM

AVERAGE WAI TI NG TIME IN SYSTEM

SYSTEM ARRIVAL RATE-

ARRIVAL RATE STANDARD DEVI ATI ON

SYSTEM SERVICE TIME

SERVICE TI ME STANDARD DEVI ATI ON

TIME INTERVAL 1

2 3 o 02  HOURS 

105 MODULES 

100 MODULES 

3 5 . 3  PERCENT 

1 , 0 1  HOURS 

® 21 HOURS 

4 . 6  PER HOUR 

2 , 3  PER HOUR 

. 2 3  HOURS PER MODULE 

. 2 0  HOURS PER MODULE
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W O R K  S T A T I O N  P E R F O R M A N C E  D A T A T I M E  I N T E R V A L X

STDo
STATION ARRIVAL RATE DEV*

X o7 PER HOUR ol

2 08 PER HOUR 08
3 X08 PER HOUR X»3

4 X«7 PER HOUR lo3

5 2,0 PER HOUR 1,1

6 1,6 PER HOUR . XoO
7 o7 PER HOUR ,6
8 1,3 PER HOUR 1,2

9 1,7 PER HOUR 1,3
10 4,3 PER HOUR 1,8

STD,
SERVICE TIME DEV, TIME U

,40 HOURS PER MODULE ,06 6,07

,22 HOURS PER MODULE ,04 4,26
,15 HOURS PER MODULE ,04 6,08

,40 HOURS PER MODULE ,16 14,35

,24 HOURS PER MODULE ,08 10,81

,35 HOURS PER MODULE ,08 12,28
,49 HOURS PER MODULE ,04 8,36

,25 HOURS PER MODULE ,08 7,88

,10 HOURS PER MODULE ,02 3,98
,07 HOURS' PER MODULE ,03 7,08

USE TIME :IDLE UTILIZATION
HOURS 16,95 HOURS 26,4 PERCENT

HOURS 18,76 HOURS 18,5 PERCENT
HOURS 16,94 HOURS 26.4 PERCENT
HOURS 8,67 HOURS 62,3 p er cent

HOURS ’ 12,21 HOURS 46,9 PERCENT

HOURS 10,75 HOURS 53.3 PERCENT
HOURS 14,67 HOURS 36.3 PERCENT

HOURS 15,14 HOURS 34.2 .PERCENT

HOURS 19,04 HOURS . 17,3 PERCENT
HOURS 15,94 HOURS 30,8 PERCENT

STATUS OF DEFECTIVE UNITS IN SYSTEM TIME INTERVAL

DEFECTIVE UNIT 

101 
96 

105

103

104

REWORK SEQUENCE 

4 5 6 
4 6 
4 6 
4 5
1 3 6 8 9

LOCATION

4

4

4 '

4

6

ENTRY POINT TIME ENTERED SYSTEM 

21,78 HOURS 

•20,92 HOURS 

22,71 HOURS 

22,09 HOURS 

22,39 HOURS
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APPENDIX E

SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS

The program listing in Appendix C contains the First 
In First Priority scheduling algorithm. The computer'list
ings of.the other three scheduling algorithms simulated in 
this paper appear on the following pages. Any of these al
gorithms may be inserted into the computer program by re
placing the First In First Priority algorithm with the 
desired algorithm.
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A S S I G N  D E F E C T I V E  U N I T S  T O  O P E N  S T A T I O N S
S H O R T E S T  O P E R A T I O N  T I M E  -

DO 600 K- l j >10 ' .
I  DE F = 0 

• I J * 0
I F  ( S T A ( K ) - I ) 6 0 0 # 610 # 6 1 0  '

610  DO 640 L = l » 2 0 0
I F { R W K ( L ^ K > 1 ) . E 0 . 0 ) G 0  TO 640  
I F ( K o E Q o l ) G O  TO 660  .
KA=K- 1
DO 650  NA=1, KA
I F (  RWK( L j. NA„ 1 ) . EQ 61 ) GO TO 640  

650  CONTINUE 
6 6 0  I J  = I J  +1

I F ( I J  ©GT o1 ) GO TO 670  
I DEF»  L 
GO TO 640

670  I F ( R W K ( L f K f 2 ) « G T o R W K ( I D E F f K , 2 ) ) G 0  TO 6 4 0  
I DEF=L  

640  CONTINUE
I  F ( ID EF-» E Q «0 ) GO TO 600 . .

680  R C 0 M P ( K , 1 ) = T I M E + R W K ( I D E F , K , 2 )
RCOHP( 2 ) = 1 D ( I DEF)
S T A ( K ) * 0  
DO 682
I  F ( EV ENT ( M ) o E Q » 0 5 G0 TO 684  ^

682 CONTINUE 
684  EVENT( M) =RC0MP( K>1 )
6 0 0  CONTINUE

L Y = ( ( ( I C O M P L - 1 ) / 1 0 0 ) + 1 ) * 1 0 0  
I F ( I C O M P L . L T . L Y ) GO TO 700  
I F ( ICON PL®EOe I XCOMPL) GO TO 700  
1XC0MPL=I C0NPL



A S S I G N  D E F E C T I V E  U N I T S  TO O P E N  S T A T I O N S
L E A S T  R E M A I N I N G  R E P A I R  T I M E

DO 600  K* l j >10  
X DE F ® 0
XJeO
I F ( S T A ( K ) - 1 ) 6 0 0 # 6 1 0 # 6 1 0  

6 1 0  DO 640  Ls 1#200
XFCRWK( L# K#1 ) « EQ»0) G0 TO 640  
IFCK® EQel )GO TO 660  
KA 3 K™1
DO 6 5 0  NA*1*KA
I FCRWK( L#NA#1)  eEQoDGO TO 640  

6 5 0  CONTINUE 
6 6 0  I J = I J + 1

I F (  I J  eGToDGO TO 670  
IDEF®L  
GO TO 640

670  XF ( WKREM( L ) * GToWKREH( I DEF) >G0 TO 6 4 0  
I DEF=L  

6 4 0  CONTINUE
I F ( I DE F ®E Qs O) GO TO 600  

680  RC 0 MP ( K# 1 ) = T I ME + RWK( I D E F # K# 2 )  '
RCOMP(K#2 ) = I D ( I D E F )
S TA( K ) s 0
WKREMdDEF ) = WKREM( IDEF ) ~ R W K ( I D E F # K , 2 )  
DO 682  M=l #18
X F ( EVENT( M)« EQ o 0 ) GO TO 684  

682 CONTINUE 
684 EVENT( M) »RCOMP( K#1)
6 00  CONTINUE

L Y = ( ( ( I C 0 M P L - 1 ) / 1 0 0 ) + 1 ) * 1 0 0  
I FCI COMPLoLT e L Y ) 6 0  TO 700  

' I F t l C O M P L . E O . I X C O M P D G O  TO 700  
XXCOHPlalCOMPL



A S S I G N  D E F E C T I V E  U N I T S  TO  O P E N  S T A T I O N S
L O N G E S T  R E M A I N I N G  R E P A I R  T I M E

DO 6 0 0  K=l j>10IDEF=0
IJsO
I F ( S T A ( K ) - T ) 6 0 0 > 6 1 0 / 6 1 0

610  DO 640  L = l j>200
I F ( R W K ( L , K , 1 ) . F 0 . 0 ) G O  TO 640
I FCKeEQol ) GO TO 660K A a K ~ l
DO 650  N A«1> K A
I F (  R W K (  Lj  NAj 1 ) « E' Ocl ) GO TO 640  

6 50  CONTINUE 
6 6 0  I J  = IJ4-1

I F ( I J  » GT e l ) G0  TO 670
IDEFaL
GO TO 640

670  I F ( WKREM( L ) o LT  «WKREM{ I DEF) ) G0  TO 6 4 0  
I DEF=L  

6 4 0  CONTINUE
. I F ( I D E F e E 0 « 0 ) G 0  TO 600  

680  R C 0 MP ( K > 1 ) * T I ME + R WK ( I D E F > K > 2 )  . 
RC0MP( Kj »2) = I D(  I DEF )
S T A ( K ) s 0
WKREM { IDE F ) = WKR EH ( IOEF.)  ” R W K  ( I DEF? K# 2 ) 
DO 682 M * 1?18
I F ( E V E N T ( M ) e E Q 60)GO TO 684  

682  CONTINUE 
684 EVENT( M) =RCOMP( K, 1)
6 0 0  CONTINUE

LY=(  ( ( I COMPL- 1 )  Z100 ) -»-l ) * 1 0 0  
I F ( I COMPL o L T o L Y) GO TO 700  
I FCI COMPLoEOoI XCOMPDGO TO 700  
IXCOMPL=ICOMPL
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